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ACCOUNTANT I (Continued) 
substituting one (1) year of full-time paid employment 
in accounting, accounts examination or verification, budgeting 
or closely related fiscal experience with a governmental 
agency, public accounting firm or private industry for each 
year of the minimum educational requirements; 
OR 
any combination of qualifying post high school leyel 
education and experience which totals four (4) years. 
FOR PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES ONLY 
Permanent status as an Accounting Technician II with the 
State of Iowa will be considered as qualifying experience. 
Eighteen (18) months of full - time paid experience as an 
Accounting Technician I with the State of Iowa will be 
considered as qualifying experience. 
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ACCOUNTING TECHNICIAN III 
DEFINITION 
-- Under general direction, supervises operating level 
technical accounting work maintaining accounts and financial 
records in an e·stablished accounting system; performs related 
work as reqUired . 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Superv~ses and participates in the daily operations of 
an established agency accounting system including the 
audit of transactions, payroll, preparation, receipt and 
disbursement of funds, maintenance o f appropriation budget 
and statistical accounts, preparation of periodic and regular 
reports, schedules, and comparative analysis. 
Supervises and prepares all cost accounting data relating 
to state industries products including raw materials, inventory, 
and finished goods. 
Supervises and prepares all periodical financial reports 
of state industries including inventories, profit and loss 
statements, balance sheets, depreciation schedules, accounts 
receivables and payables. 
Applies established accounting concepts and techniques 
involved in maintaining, adjusting, and balancing a number 
of accounts within an established accounting system. 
Assists an administrator in the preparation of operating 
budgets, prep~res requests for the release of funds. 
Performs related work as required. 
Distributes and assigns work within the unit, and makes 
spot checks of work performed. 
Interprets rules and regulations to subordinates and 
gives technical assistance to subordinates in handling out of 
ordinary problems . 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Thorough knowledge of debit and credit concepts as they 
apply to accounting principles and techniques. 
Thorough knowledge of the information available in 
various phases of the departmental accounting system, account 
relationships, and established techniques for compiling and 
verifying accounting data. 
Thorough knowledge of specific agency programs and the 
laws , regulations, and procedures established related to 
accounting for special programs involving matching funds. 
Considerable ability to classify accounting transactions, 
maintain and reconcile accounts, close accounts, and prepare 
reports and statements. 
Considerable ability to abs·tract data from established 
l 
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ACCOUNTING TECHNICIAN III (Continued) 
accounts and prepare complete and accurate accounting reports 
and financial statements. 
Considerable ability to apply and adapt established 
guidelines a~d methods to varied accounting transactions. 
Ability to establish and maintain effective working 
relationships with other employees and the public. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum . Graduation from high school and eight (8) years 
of progressively responsible accounting experience; 
OR 
an equivalent combination of education or experience, 
substituting one (1) year of successful full-time paid 
employment in accounting, auditing , or fiscal work for the 
required education with a maximum substitution of two (2) years; 
OR 
substituting the successful completion of fifteen (15) 
semester or credit hours of coursework in accounting, law, 
f inance, economics, or closely related business courses 
in a business college, college, or university for each year 
of the required experience with a maximum substitution of 
one hundred twenty (120 ) semester or credit hours; 
OR 
FOR PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES ONLY: 
Twelve (12) months of full-time paid employment with 
permanent status as an Accounting Technician II will be 
considered as qualifying. 
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ACTIVITIES SPECIALIST I 
DEFINITION 
This is skilled recreation and activities leadership 
and therapy work carried on as an integral element of 
treatment in state institutional or community programs. 
DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS OF WORK 
Work involves the application of any of a variety of 
special skil l s associated with activities progra ms . Work is 
performed under professional supervision within e s tablished 
policies and procedures and is reviewed through conferences 
and reports. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
As recreation l eader for an institutional unit or for a 
s ma l l institution, plans, organizes , and carries out a varied 
r e cre ational program. 
Conducts vocational counseling work with childre n or 
youth; counsels working r es ide nts; and initiates and main-
tains empl oyee habilitation, wage, promotion, and related 
records . 
Carries on structured learning games with emotionally 
disturbed or me ntally retarded children, individually or 
in smal l groups, tor · d e velopment of improved peer inte r-
action, e motional or motor control. 
Supervises a group of a ttendant trainers . 
Supervises an industrial arts or crafts workshop for 
residents of an i nstitution ; supervises patients in skilled 
or semi-skilled industrial therapy placements. 
Gives individual vocal or instrumental music l essons 
to r esidents or patients, as therapeutic treatment. 
Writes progress a nd evaluation reports on individua l 
patients and reside nts, with regard to social skills, work 
habi ts, attention span , mo t ivation, attitude, a nd interest ; 
participates in team or s taff discussion of patient progress. 
Performs related work as required . 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum ~ Graduation from college with major course work 
in physica l e ducation, r e creation, graphic arts, industrial 
arts, child d e v e lopme nt, rehabilitation, music, occupationa l, 
industrial, or r e creational therapy, or other fields closely 
re l ated to program need s. 
Des irable. One (1) ye ar of experience in an ins·titutiona l 
or c ommunity recreation program. 
10/69 
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ADMLHST R.ATIVE ASS I STA:H I 
DEFINITION 
Under immediate supervision performs various assignments 
invol ving the application of f undamental admi n i strative knowledges 
and techniques as asssistant to a department head or higher level 
administrator; performs related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Performs ge neral admin1strative work in assisting 
admi nistrative supervisors in such areas as budgeting , plann ing, 
purchasing, personnel and other related matters. 
Studies and analyzes operaational procedur es and assists in 
develop i ng program policies a n d procedures. 
Provides both verbal and written interpretations of program 
objectives, and the application of policies ·and procedures to 
specific s ituatio ns. 
Conducts studies and research projects on departmental or 
agency problems and projects and prepares reports. 
Gives guidance and direction in the providing of varied 
clerical and related office s ervices in a large service unit, 
providing services such as complex central files, varied office 
supplies and equipment, mul tilithing and print i ng , messenger 
and mail s~rvices. 
Performs various public relations and liaison duties. 
Reviews correspondence and writes ·replies when necessary. 
Prepares or directs the preparation and maintenance of 
necessary records and reports. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Knowledge of t he principles , problems , and methods of 
public and business administration, including organization, 
personne l, and fiscal manage ment. 
Knowledge of modern office management principles , method s 
and procedures. 
Knowledge of administr~tive survey techniques , and skill 
in their application. 
Some knowledge of stat is tical research and reporting nh.; t il t•Lis. 
Ability to exercise good judgment in analyzing situations 
and making decisions. 
Ability to organize and present facts and opinions clc<lrl y 
and concisely, both orally and in writing. 
Ability to establish and maintain effective working 
relationships with others. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduation from a standard fou r (4) year h iCJh 
school and four ( 4) years of general administrative or specialized 
technical support work experience which included responsibility 
~------------------------------------- --
ADOPTED: · 7- 1- 69 REVISED: 6-20-72 CLASS CODE : 
IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 
l 
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT I (Continued ) 
illustrative of t he following: supervi s ing p e ople; determi nin g 
budge t ary, personnel and equipment need s of a work unit; com-
piling and eval uating statistical, histo r i c al, e conomic , bus i ness , 
f inanc i al, engineering or related program data; interpreting 
l aws, r ules and regulations and securing compliance with t hem; 
revi ewi ng operatihg records and reports and eva luatin g their 
use and effectiveness; 
OR 
gradu ation from an accredited four (4) year colle ge wi l l 
be considered as qualifying; 
OR 
college level coursework in a disci pl i ne di rect l y applicable 
to the specialized requirements of an e mp l oying agency mav be 
s ubstituted for the e xperience on a year-for-year b as is t o a 
maximum of four (4) years and may be used when requested by the 
emp l oying agency and approved by Merit Employme nt as a bas i s 
of se l ective certification for designated pos i t ions . 
FOR PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES ONLY 
One (1) year of full - time paid experience as a Secretary 
III , Personnel Technician, Accounting Technician, Of f i ce 
Services Supervisor I or comparable level of techni cal support 
experience with the employing agency wil l be consider ed as 
qualifying experience. 
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AGRICULTURAL MA-RKETING SPECIALIST I 
DEFINITION 
Under close supervision of a higher level Agricultural 
Specialist, assists in ·the development of domestic and for.-e:i ~1n 
markets for Iowa agricultural products; performs related wo J~~ 
as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Assists in the implementation of agricultural pro mo t.:.l c' ·" . 
marketing, and service programs and projects . 
Hands out literature, answers questions from the publ ic . 
and shows movies and slides at fairs and exhibitions . 
Assists in conducting tours fOr foreign visitors on 
Iowa farms and through farm implement manufacturers, pa.cld .Jic' 
plants, food processors, and seed companies. 
Ass ists in conducting marketing research relative to 
price s and projecting trends. t .o aid in determining maJ:ke !-
potentials and improving marketing prospects. 
Attends meetings and conferences of various commodity 
and farm organizations to gain knowledge as a. represe nt."lt i vc 
of t he Agricultural Marketing Division. 
May write reports as required. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Knowledge of the production, processing, and distributi o n 
of agricultural commodities. 
Knowledge of the business practices involved in 
merchandising of inspected con~odities. 
Some knowledge of related state and federal agricu l tural 
l aws. 
Some knowledge of grading, sorting, weighing, handli ng , 
class ifying, and packaging practices. 
Some knowledge of animal and/or plant diseases conm1on 1 ·' 
aqricultura l food commodities . 
Abi J.ity to establish and maintain cffecti.ve working 
r.cJa t i o n s hips with public and private officials a nd th(~ (F ' IW 1 . 1 l 
p ub l ic . 
Ability to e xpress ideas clearly and concisely , both •1 r nJl y 
and in writing. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE , AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum . Graduation from an accredited four (4) y ear. 
co llege or university with major course work in agri-mar keting, 
agri-economics, agriculture, agronomy, animal science, or 
closely related field; 
~;--------------------------------------------------------
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IOWA MERIT EMPLQYMENI DEPARTMENT 
AGRICULTURAL MARKETING SPECIALIST I (Continued) 
OR 
an equivalent combination · of education and experience 
substituting, on a year- for- year basis, progressively 
responsible full- time paid employment in agricultural marketing, 
promotion, market analysis, inspection, or closely related 
agricultural experience for the required college or university 
education with a maximum substitution of four (4 ) years. 
Desirable. A Master's degree from an accredited college 
or university with major course work in the required fields 
in lieu of the minimum requirements. 
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~GRICULTURAL PRODUCTS INSPECTOR 
DEFINITION 
Under general supervision, inspects facilit i es i nvolve d 
in the production, storage, and/or sale of agricu ltu ral pro -
d ucts to insure compliance with l aws regulating these products 
and their labeling, manufacture, storage and/ or sale ; performs 
related work as required. 
' ' 
I LLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Inspects feeds, fertilizers, pest~cides, etc. t o insu re 
compliance with labeling standards. 
Collects samples of feed, seed, fertilizer, pestici de, 
etc. for laboratory analysis and/or ingredient verification. 
Inspects facilities used in the manufacture, storage 
and/or sale of agricultural products to insure adequate sani~ 
tation and proper safety precautions as required by law.· 
Tests small scales used in the sale of agricultural 
produ cts to insure adherance to accepted tolerances. 
Issu es embargoes and "stop sale" notices on products o r 
o perations found in violation of the law. 
Confers with manufacturers, processors, dealers a nd other 
agri-businessmen concerning regulations governing manufactu re , 
processing, storage and/or sale of agricultural products . 
Prepares inspection reports and maintains records as 
required. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES AND SKILLS 
Knowledge of the methods and,procedures used in t he 
production, storage and/or sale of agricultural products. 
Knowledge of industrial safety and sanitary inspection 
techn iques. 
Knowledge of state and Federal laws and regulations 
governing the manufacture, processing, storage and sale o f 
agricultural products. 
Ability to establish and maintain effective working 
relationships with the public. 
Ability to communicate effectively orally and in writ ing . 
Ability to prepare inspection reports and maintain 
routine records. 
Ability to read and interpret building and equipment 
b l ue prints. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduation f r om high school or G.E.D. equivalent 
a nd four {4) years of full time, pa~d employment in t h e ma nu-
factu re, use, sale or regulation of medicated feed, fert il izer, 
seed, pesticide or related agricultural product; 
10-68 REVISED: a-1- 12 CLASS CODE: os14 
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS INSPECTOR (Continued) 
OR 
two (2) years of full time, paid employment in supervisory 
or technical production work, in the manuf acture or regulation of 
medicated feed, fertilizer, or pesticide may be substituted for 
the required experience: 
OR 
one (1) year of study in a college, university, junior 
college, or business/technical school may be substituted for 
one (1 ) year of the required experience, provided that year 
included at least six (6) semester hours or the academic 
equivalent in the areas of agricultural technology, agriculturaJ. 
chemistry, chemistry, or closely related field, to a maximum 
of four (4) years. 
Necessary Syecial Requirements. Must be in good health, 
willing to trave , and possess a valid Iowa driver's license . 
Must be able to pass background check necessary for 
commissioning by the Food and Drug Administration as a 
Medicated Feed Mill Inspector. 
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ARCHITECT I 
Under general supervision, provides profess i ona l archi tec-
tural services, performs related work a s r equired . 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
D(~signs and prepares plans, drawings, and speci fications fen 
proposed buildings and related structures , and fo r addi t ions to 
or renovations of existing buildings . 
Develops master plans for r est areas to include roads, par k-
ing areas; and picinic areas. 
Prepares construction drawings and specifications of f l oor 
plans, elevations, sections, and details for the construction o r 
modification of buildings; designs and drafts planting plans fo ~ 
buildings and for roadside park layouts. 
Makes field trips to inspect sites and rest areas, and to 
secure necessary measurements for design and preparati on of pre-
liminary drawings, plans, and s pecifications. 
Makes field inspections of work in progress; prepares fo r 
approval by a professional superior, necessary change orders, 
drawings, and plans: maintains liaison with departmental offic-
ials,contractors, consulting architects, and other s concerned 
with specific projects . 
Prepares preliminary contracts or working drawings for a l :... 
types of buildings covering general construction, heating , plumb-
ing, electrical, water and sewer line profile for camp areas. 
KNOWLEDGES 1 ABILITIES , AND SKILLS 
Knowledge of tfie principles and practices of architecture 
and of structural engineering. 
Knowledge of modern building construction methods and 
materials . 
Knowledge of current literature , trends, and developments 
in the field of architecture . 
Ability to express ideas effectively orally and in writing. 
Ability to establish and mai ntain effective working re l a-
tionships with others . 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Min imum. Graduation from a college or university \<Tith ma j o.L 
course work in architecture or architectural engineering. 
OR 
possession of a c urrent certificate of registration as a n 
architect as issued by the Iowa Board of Architectural Examinei~s . 
7-1- 69 REVISED: l o- l -73 CLASS CODE: 
IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 
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B.~NK EXAMINER I 
DEFINITION 
Under immediate supervision on a traininq basis, performs 
beginning level bank auditing work by examining business and 
financial records of state banks and trust companies for 
accountability to state banking laws a nd regulations; performs 
related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Learns applicable bank1ng laws and regulations through 
assigned readings in order to apply these laws and regulations 
to actual situations. 
Conducts specific phases of the detail audit portion of 
the bank examination process by applying specific auditing 
techniques under close review of a higher level examiner in 
order to learn how to analyze accounts, verify accounting pro-
cedures and reconcile records related to banking, such as: 
Counting teller's cash and cash in vault and assisting in 
the balancing of total cash including cash items, clear-
ings, collection items and items in transit; 
Preparing direct verification forms for the confirmation 
of loan and deposit accounts to assist in galancing 
records and ascertaining the authenticity and correctness 
of such accounts; 
Re conci.l ing accounts of bank with other correspondent banks 
upon receipt of statements of accounts; 
Preparing analysis of income, expenses, recoveries, losses 
and net profits for comparison with prior years; 
Preparing summary of insurance a nd fidelity coverage 
ma intained by the banks; 
Reading the minutes of shareholders a nd board of directors 
to determine if policies established for management of the 
bank are in conformance with appropriate laws and 
regula tions . 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES AND SKILLS 
Some knowledge of the principles and practices of 
accounting and a uditing; of the principles of bus iness l aw; of 
the principles of business finance. 
Ability to read, comprehend and apply appropriate s t ate 
banking l a ws and regulations; to analyze and interpret bank 
accounting and financial data~ to express ideas effective ly, 
ora lly and in writing; to operate adding machin es and calcu-
lators; to establish and maintain effective working relation-
ships with fellow trainees, superiors and repre sentatives of 
banks subject to examination ~ to type, not requiring the touch 
system , where accuracy rather than speed is important. 
11/69 REVISED: 8/9/72 CLASS CODE: 
IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 
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BANK EXAMINER I (Continued) 
Availability for overnight travel in an assigned area of f.l 
Iowa. ~ 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduation from an accredited four (4) year n 
college or university with a minimum of twelve (12) semester 
hours in accounting, money and banking, business administration, 
finance, or economics; R 
OR 
an equivalent combination of education and experience 
subst ituting one (1) year of full time paid employment in pre-
paring and maintaining or in auditing the financial and 
accounting records or as a loan officer for a bank, trust com-
pany , loan institution, credit union, governmental regulatory 
agency or accounting firm f or each one (1) year of the required 
college or university education; 
OR 
an equivalent combination of education and experience 
substituting, on a year for year basis, satisfactory completion 
of a post high school curriculum in accounting, money and bank-
ing, business administration, finance, or economics at a 
recognized business or area school, junior college, or college 
for each year of experience. 
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BUDGET ANALYST I 
DEFINITION 
Under immediate to general supervision, performs a variety 
of procedural and technical duties to acquire competence in the 
methods, procedures, principles, theories and techniques of 
governmental budget analysis work; performs related work as 
required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Studies and is trained in the principles, laws and other 
requirements of State fiscal activities to further own 
understanding of budgeting process and fiscal management 
practices. 
Assembles fiscal and accounting data for use in budgetary 
evaluations and cost analysis; maintains worksheets and records 
on projections and costs. 
Examines reports on status of obligations, noting for 
attention of supervisor any trends or deviations. 
Reviews portions of requests for funds, checking for 
internal consistency with original estimates and established 
allowances. 
Confers and corresponds with departmental officials 
re l ative to budget requests and revisions. 
Assists a higher level budget analyst or administrator in 
special research and cost projects or studies. 
Ki.\IOWLEDGES I ABILITIES I AND SKil~LS 
Knowledge of professional- accounting principles, theories, 
concepts and terms. 
Ability to apply the principles, theories and concepts of 
professional accounting to governmental budget administration 
and fiscal management . 
Ability to examine accounting and budgeting documents for 
completeness, accuracy and conformance with specific accounting 
and budgeting requirements·. 
Ability to abstract data from established documents, 
accounts and controls and prepare accurate reports. 
Ability to establish and maintain effective working 
relationships with employees, supervisors and agency officials. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduation from an accredited four ( 4) year 
college with a minimum of twelve (1 2 ) semester hours in 
accounting; 
OR 
7-1-69 REVISED: 7- 1-72 CLASS CODE: oo121 
IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 
l 
BUDGET ANALYST I (Continued) 
an equivalent combination of education and experience, 
substituting one (1) year of full-time paid employment in 
responsible technical level budget analysis or fiscal 
management work for each year of the required education with 
a maximum substitution of four (4) years; 
OR 
an equivalent combination of education and experience, 
substituting on a year for year basis, the satisfactory 
completion of post high school education with coursework in 
an accounting or business curriculum at a recognized business 
or area school, junior college or college for each year of 
the required experience. 
Desirable. Graduation from an accredited four (4) year 
college with major coursework in accounting or business 
administration. 
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CERTIFIED VOCATIONAL INSTRUCTOR 
DEFINITION 
This is advanced vocational education work in an in-
stitut ion . 
DISTINGU ISHING CHARACTERISTICS OF WORK 
. An employee of this class utilizes journeyman level 
vocational knowledge and s kill in teaching a variety of 
vocational subjects in a program certified by the Iowa 
Department of Publi c Instruction . Supervision may be 
exercised over lowe r 'l eve l vocational education employees. 
Work is performed independently within established poli-
cies and procedu res, and i s revi e we d by superiors through 
conferences and repor ts . 
ILLUS'l'RATIVE EXAMP LES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Teaches a variety of voc ational s ubj ects in a certi -
fied program s uch as baki ng , cooking, meat c utting , machine 
s hop, we l ding, auto mechanics a nd auto body, painting and 
decorating, vocational agriculture , l a ndscaping , printing , 
journalism and c onstruction trades. 
Plans and outlines courses, prepares l esson plans, 
prepares a nd grades tests . 
Advises student s on individual problems re lating to 
t he vocational program. 
Prepares necessary records a nd reports . 
Performs relate d work as required. 
EDUCA'l' I ON , EXPERIENCE 1 AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum . Graduation f rom high school and three (3) 
years of work experien ce at t he jour ne yman l evel in the 
v ocation being taught . 
Desirable . Graduation from colle ge with major course 
wor k in vocationa l i nstruction . 
NECESSARY SPECIAL QUALIFICATIONS 
Certified as a vocat iona l instruc tor by the Iowa 
Depar tment of Public Instruction . 
9/69 
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CHEMIST I 
DEFINITION 
Under immediate to general supervision, performs entry 
level professional scientific laboratory work of limited 
diversity and complexity examining and analyzing physical 
properties of matter to insure conformity with public health, 
consumer protection, or business standards or regulations; 
performs related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
. Periorm qualitative and quantltatlve chemical analysis on 
food, milk, feed, fertilizer, drugs, pesticides and highway 
materials to insure conformance with specifications and stan-
dards established by the agency, state or federal regulations 
using instrumentation such as infrared and ultra-violet 
spectrophometry, chromatography, atom~c absorbtion and written 
standards established for the examination. 
. Weighs and calculates product samples to be used in the 
physical and chemical analysis usin'g scales and/or measured 
volumetric containers. · 
Analyzes substances and compdunds to determine composi -
tion, structure, chemical properties and the significance of 
these physical properties to the product. 
Prepares standard solutions, chemical indicators and 
reagents for various tests of products under study using 
chemicals and laboratory equipment and supplies. 
Tests food, fertilizer, pestcide, and highway construction 
materials to determine if th~ products meet standards relative 
to purity, quality and composition to insure compliance with 
governmental standards. 
Calibrates and operates laboratory equipment to insure it 
is functioning properly and to specific data relating to the 
physi·cal makeup of substances under analysis. 
Performs microscopic analysis of food and .dairy products, 
feeds and fertilizers to determine what particles of foreign 
matter are present or the physical properties of the substance 
being analyzed. 
Attends staff meetings, maintains records and writes re-
ports as required. 
KNOWLEDGES 1 ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
-· Knowledge o1 tne methoas and techniques of laboratory 
analysis . 
Knowledge of the principles of chemicals and standard 
chemistry examinations. 
Knowledge of technical report writing. 
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CHEMIST I (Continued) 
Knowledge of standards, guidelines, laws and methods 
governing procedures utilized in the anaiysis. of physical rl 
matter. R 
Some know·ledge of laboratory equipment used in analysis. 
Ability to establish and maintain effective working n 
relationships with others. 
Ability to learn new laboratory p~ocedures and methods. 
Ability to accurately follow oral and written instruc-
tions. B 
Ability to express thoughts and ideas clearly and concisely, 
either orally or in writing. 
Ability to plan and coordinate a variety of laboratory f1 
assignments. :J 
Skill in the use of laboratory equipment and chemicals. 
EDUCATION1 EXPERIENCE1 AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS ~nlmum.· ~raauation from an accreoited four (4) year 
college or university with a degree in chemistry, biochemistry 
or a closely related chemical science; 
OR 
an equivalent combination of experience and education · 
substituting one (1) year of full-time paid ·employment in a 
chemistry laboratory demonstrating the knowledges, abilities, 
and skills mentioned above for one (1) year of the required 
education, with the maximum sul;>stitution of f_our (4 ) years. 
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CL ~ 1 ~s s DF. c 1 A!J s T r 
DEFINITION 
Under immediate supervision on a traininq basis , exami nes , 
evaluates, and determines unemnloyment i nsurance e liqib ili ty 
benefits under anoropriate emnloyment security l aws a nd 
requlations; performs related work as required . 
I LLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Learns what information.to qather , how t o obta in it, and 
how to utili ze it in resolvinq claiJ11s' separation, availability, 
refusal of work and suitability of work issues. 
Determines claimant eliqibilitv on issues or separation, 
availability to work, refusal of work, and s uitabili ty of wor k 
as workload and experience permit. 
Learns what information to qather, how to obtain it , and 
how to utilize it in resolvinq claims' timeliness , voluntarv 
quits and misconduct issues. 
Determines claimant eliqibility on issues of timeliness , 
voluntary quits and misconduct as workload and exnerience nermit. 
Provides qeneral information to claimants, individually 
or in grouns, on the state unem~loyment insurance law and 
special programs provided by law, includinq unemnloyment 
insura nce benefit s for ex-servicemen and for federal empl oyees , 
interstate benefit payments and waqe combin i nq arranqements , 
and subsistence payments durinq traininq. 
Learns to recompute weekly and maximum benefits amounts 
because of removal of waqe credits f or non-monetary determinations, 
chanqes in dependence benefits status and correction of error cr 
omission of waqe record; may set UP adjustments of over- and 
under-payments. 
May travel to itinerant claims offices, if employed in an 
area claims office, assistinq in claims-takinq activities. 
Corresnonds with claimants and employers , as experience 
is gained, to obtain additional information on conflictinq 
statements and may converse with emnlovers and claimants comina 
to the Benefi ts Department or local office to obtain or correct 
information. 
Prepares and maintains pertinent claims information on 
offici al forms and records. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES , AND SKILLS 
Some knowledqe of the social, economic , and labor condition 
affectinq unemployment insurance proqrams. 
Some knowledqe of the qeneral nrinciples of economics and 
their relationshiP to a federal unemployment proqram. 
Some knowledge of interviewing techniques , practices, and 
principles. 
Ability to learn unemPloyment office procedures and the use 
of technical interviewinq. tools within a brief traininq Period . 
- '------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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CLAIMS SPECIALIST I (Continued ) 
Ability to deal ta.::tful.ly, courteously, and effectively 
with claimants, employet~s, employers, and the public. 
Ability to record and evaluate a variety of information 
and prepare reports. 
Ability to communicate effectively, orally, and in writinq. 
EDUCA~ION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduation from high school or G.E.D . and four 
(4) years of successful full-time paid employment in job 
interviewinq, referral and/or placement, credit investigation, 
collection work or related public contact work obtaining, 
analyzing, and/or evaluatinq data; 
OR 
an equivalent combination of experience and education 
substituting thirty (30) semester hours or its equivalent of 
undergraduate course work at an accredited colleqe or university 
for one (1) year of the required experience to a maximum 
substitution of four (4) years. 
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CLIMATOLOGY ASSISTANT 
DEFINITION 
Under general s upervision, performs archiving, quality 
control, analysis, and basic research of climatological and 
hydrological data provided by weather observers located 
throughout the state; performs related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Receives temperature, precipitation and other weather 
data reports, daily, weekly, and monthly to furnish information 
required to prepare weather maps and develop reports for local, 
state and federal level parties. 
Calculates and records temperature and precipitation data 
for the State of Iowa to determine the average and deviation 
from the nor mal temperature and precipitation for the nine 
state weather and crop reporting districts. 
Prepares reports indicating weather information for inter-
~ ested parties and the National Weather Service. 
Revie ws and compares, monthly, weekly and daily reports 
to insure accuracy of observers in making their recordings. 
Calculates growing degrees for corn for ten predetermined 
stations using an establishe d formula to report departures 
f r om the average growing season. 
Receives requests from the general public, business and 
government agencies for weather information from previous years. 
Transfers weather data from monthly report to annual report 
to facilita t e f uture research projects. 
Calculates average temperature and precipitation on weekly 
and monthly reports to utilize the information in plotting maps 
and developing reports. 
Records storm report data to b e published by the National 
Weather Service, civil defense and insurance companies to 
utilize in their research. 
Maintains records of tenure of service of weather service 
observers so that t hey are awarded tenure pins in recognition 
of faithfu l service. 
Operates office equipment to publish weather data and 
research requests made. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Knowledge of mathematics, mathematic al formulas , and 
statistics . 
Knowledge of office procedures and o ffice equipment. 
Knowledge of effective grammar, spel ling , punctuat ion 
and sentence structure. 
Some knowledge of climatology and climatology guide lines. 
Some knowledge of the geography of the State o f Iowa. 
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CLIMATOI,OGY AIDE (Continued) 
Ability to communicate effectively with the public. 
Ability to read and correctly calculate data received . 
Ability to conduct research for climatology information. 
Ability to record weather information on maps. 
Ability to type reports, letters and statistical information . 
Skill in the use of office e·quipment. 
Skill in making mathematical computations. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Successful completion of high school or G.E.D. 
equivalent and four (4 ) years of progressively responsible 
office work experience involving mathematics and/or statistical 
work; 
OR 
an equivalent combination of education and experience, 
substituting on a year for year basis, post high school educa-
tion in mathematics, statistics, climatology or meteorology 
to a maximum of four (4 ) years . 
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COMPU TER PROGRAMMER I 
DEFINITION 
Under immediate to general supervision , acquires the basic 
skills and techniques used in writing computer application pro-
9rams and develops relatively routine programs; performs related 
work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Prepares input and output memory layouts and block diagrams 
to show the sequence of computations for the solution of business 
and statistical problems. 
Makes minor changes in establishe6 p rograms to adapt them to 
n ew requirements . 
Evaluates a coded program to ascertain if other combinations 
of instruction would achieve greater flexibil ity, increased 
machine utilization, or more dependable results. 
Observe s or runs tests of a coded progra m o n a computer 
using actual or sample input data; corrects program e rrors by 
altering program steps and sequence. 
Assists in de s igning cards or forms to be us e d as output. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITI ES , AND SKILLS 
Some knowledge of data processing theory. 
Some knowledge of computer programming tech n i ques . . 
Ability to l earn and to apply basic computer programming 
skills and techniques. 
Ability to analyze programming problems and develop 
satisfactory solutions. 
Ability to establish and maintain effective working 
relations as neces s itated by work assignments. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE , AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. One (l) year of general data processing ex-
perience; 
OR 
s u ccessful comp .le·tion of an <1pproved o ne ( 1 ) ye ar cur r i c ul u :n 
or train .i.ng cou r !><~ i.n data p r ocessing which included courscw<,r k 
J.n computer proqrc=tnnn ing; 
OR 
two (2) years of general college or university coursework 
{ 30 semester or equl valent hours substi tute for s i x ( 6) month[; 
of the specified data processing experience o r training) • 
FOR PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES ON LY 
Nine (9) mon t h s of general data processing experience with··· 
in the employing agency will be considered qualifying. 
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COMPUTER PROGRAr1MEr{ I I 
DEFINITION 
Under general supervision, develops appropriate application 
programs for the solution of business, statistical, engineering 
or related problems to be processed on an electronic computer; 
performs related work as required. · 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Plans and develops detailed programming procedures and 
instructions for converting a specific problem to a logical 
sequence of computer operations; establishes proper coding for 
conversion of data . 
Analyzes, modifies, and revises established programs, to 
adapt to changes in needs and requirements of the agency. 
Develops and applies cross-checks and other types of 
testing media; traces various computer phases; determines 
adequacy and validity of new or modified programs. 
Analyzes test results with computer operators to detect · 
technical programming errors, to isolate factors causing ab-
normal behavior of machine, to determine reasons for mal-
functioning. 
Prepares written instructions to guide operating personnel 
during production runs; compiles documentation of program · 
development and subsequent revisions. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES , AND SKILLS 
Knowledge of data process1ng theory. 
Knowledge of computer programming techniques . 
Knowledge of an appropriate programming language as re-
quired by the appointing agency (such as COBOL, BAL, FORTRAN, 
PL-1, and/or Assembler) . 
As required in some positions, some knowledge of business, 
statistical, accounting, and/or engineering theories, methods, 
and practices as applied to work assignments in the appointing 
agency. 
Ability to analyze programming problems and develop 
satisfactory solutions. 
Abi lity to write machine instructions in at least one 
language with a minimum amount of errors. 
Ability to establish and maintain effective working re-
Lations as necessitated by work assignments. 
EDUCATION , EXPERIENCE, ANI> SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
· Minimum. Two (2) years of experience developing and 
maintain1ng computer programs; 
OR 
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COMPUTER PROGRAMMER II (Continued) 
successful completion of an approved two (2) year curriculum 
or training course in computer programming; 
OR 
four (4) years of general college or university coursework 
(30 semester or equivalent hours substitute for six (6) months 
of the specified computer programming experience or training). 
FOR PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES ONLY 
One (1) year of experience as a Computer Programmer I 
will be considered qualifying. 
NOTE : At the written request of the appointing authority and 
with Merit Employment Department approval, specialized computer 
programming training and/or experience may be required for 
designated positions. 
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CORRECTIONAL COUNSELOR I 
DEFINITION 
Under immediate to general supervis ion, learns g e neral 
correctional and spe c ific insti·tutional philosophies and pro-
grams in order to provide meaningful counseling services to 
residents; provides individual and group counseling services 
to clients in the areas of soci al , emotional, educational and 
vocational planning and adjustment; performs related work as 
required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Learns general correctional and specific institutional 
philosophies and programs in order to provide meaningful 
counseling services to clients. 
Utilizes counseling techniques, principles and practices 
learned in develo~ing suitable plans which are designed to 
assist residents in problems relating to vocational, behavioral 
and social adjustment. 
Intervi e ws newly admitted residents, obtains and r e views 
all pertinen t r ecord s and reports including probationary re-
ports , crimina l records and information c oncernin g family, 
education, e mployme nt, health and other persona l ma tters ; 
assesses person a l indi vidual needs, capacities, e ducational 
leve l, family circumstances, behavioral problems and aspira-
tions. 
Prepares and presents case analyses , recommending 
education, vocati onal training or work programs as appropriate; 
screens the list of persons wi th whom t h e prisoner wishes 
correspondence or visitation privileges to remove undesi rable s 
and verify claimed relati onships. 
Prepares continuing evaluation reports of individual's 
overall progress and adjustment to correctional programs; 
assists residents in deve loping insigh ts relative to problems 
encountered and their resolution. 
Utilizes social case study reports , psychometric measure-
me nts , psychological evaluation s and psych iatric app r a isals 
and recommendation s in counseling residents and providing 
treatment services. 
Participates tn the~ prr~parat "lon of plans for improved 
guidance and counseling services; prepares for periodic re-
view by treatment staff periodic reports re l ative to i ndi-
vidual ' s progres s and r e sponse to treatment. 
Corresponds and visits with past and prospective em-
ploye rs, lawyers, friends and/or relatives to obtain in-
formation which is utilized in planning and implementing 
specific goals and objectives. 
Maintains casefiles which include medical, employment, 
e ducational , behavioral and vocationa l i n formation; summarize s 
this data in report form and through staff confe rences and 
meetings exchanges salient data with other invo lved disciplines. 
u 
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CORRECTIONAL COUNSELOR I (Continued) 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES AND SKILLS 
Some knowledge of general sociological and psychological 
factors affecting human behavior. 
Some knowledge of interviewing techniques and procedures. 
Some knowledge of guidance and counseling principles and 
practices. 
Some knowledge of the standard sources of occupational 
information such as the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, 
Occupational Outlook Handbook. 
Ability to integrate the education, vocational training, 
recreational, religious and related program components into a 
total development and treatment plan for the individual. 
Ability to prepare comprehensive evaluations and to 
develop tentative recommendations for placement within es-
tablished correctional programs. 
Ability to relate and integrate guidance and counseling 
services and functions with other professional disciplines and 
to serve as a member of the treatment staff. 
Ability to establish and maintain personal contacts with 
residents, concerned individuals, groups and agencies. 
Ability to exercise a high degree of patience, tact and 
empathy in counseling. · 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Requires knowledge, skill and mental development 
equivalent to successful completion of four years of college 
with major coursework in the social or behavioral sciences. 
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CORRECTIONAL OFFICER II 
DEFINITION 
Under general supervision, performs responsible security 
and rehabilitation work dealing with men committed to the 
state's correctional institutions; performs related work as 
required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Superv1ses inmates activity in a cellhouse, dormitory or 
camp area , work detail, dining area, recreational activity. 
Inspects cellhouses, grounds and work areas for clean-
liness and order; maintains surveillance of various areas, 
responds to unusual occurrences which might signal a disturbance. 
Escorts inmates to and from assignments, checks keys, 
locks and related security apparatuses to determine function-
ability . 
Provides a positive rehabilitative influence, through · 
example and through contact with inmates and participation in 
the rehabilitative programs of the institution. 
Accompanies inmates on outside trips to hospitals, courts, 
and on special work details; searches all inmates and vehicles 
e ntering and leaving the institution. 
Quells disturbances, breaks up altercations between 
inmates; connucts periodic shakedowns and counts; assists with 
the appreh ens ion of escapes. 
Writes reports on infractions of the rules, attends staff 
conferences and committee meetings. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Knowledge of the purposes and functions of a correctional 
institution. 
Knowledge of the methods and technique s used in r e s tra ining 
individuals and in controlling inmate movement. 
Some knowledge of modern rehabilitation principles and 
techniques . 
Some knowledge of the assembly of data and the preparation 
a nd maintenance of r ecords and reports. 
Ability to perform effectively in a correctional setting. 
Ability to understand and execute writte n a nd oral 
instr uctions. 
Ability to exercise supervisory control over those 
committe d to a correctional institution. 
Ability to estqblish a nd maintain effective workin g 
relationships with all ins t i tuti o n personnel. 
Skill in the use of firearms and other restraints . 
J---~----------------------------·-----------------------------------------------------------' 
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CORRECTIONAL OFFICER II (Continued) 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Min1mum. Graquation from a standard fo ur (4) year high 
school or the G.E.D. equivalent and one (l) year of 
~xperience as a Correctional Officer I~ 
OR 
additional experience as a Correctional Officer or in 
law enforcement, military service, or related fields may be 
substituted for the required education on a year-for-year 
basis to a maximum of four (4) years. 
Desirable. Graduation from a four (4) year college or 
university. 
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CORRECTIONAL OFFICER III 
DEFINITION 
Under general supervision, performs advanced security and 
rehabilitation work dealing with men committed to the state's 
correctional institutions; performs related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMP~ES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Superv1ses the operations of a specialized area such as 
a laundry, hospital, or industries shop requiring some technical 
as well as correctional s kills and knowledges. 
Coordinates the activities of a treatment unit; assists 
in the planning, organizing, and supervising of recreational 
activities and treatment functions. 
Supervises inmates assigned to a specialty area or 
industries shop; instructs and trains inmates in the proper 
performance of their duties; assumes responsibility for their 
security and behavior. 
Conducts periodic counts and shakedowns; conducts inspections 
of premises designed to eliminate the flow of contraband; 
maintains order, is alert for unusual occurrences which might 
signal a disturbance. 
Operates the control center radio; handles radio 
communications between the correctional institution and other 
law enforcement agencies. 
Patrols yard, grounds, and buildings to observe inmate 
behavior. Takes action as appropriate if any irregularities are 
observed; supervises a small group of subordinate correctional 
officers. 
Attends staff conferences and committee meetings; 
maintains records and prepares reports as required. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Considerable knowledge of the purposes and functions of 
a modern correctional institution. 
Considerable knowledge of the methods and techniques used 
in the maintenance of security and the rehabilitation of 
offenders. 
Knowledge of the preparation and maintenance of records 
and reports. 
Some knowledge of human behavior. 
Some knowledge of informal counseling and guidance 
techniques. 
Ability to function effectively in a correctional setting. 
Ability to understand and execute written and oral 
instructions. 
Ability to plan and organize the activities of a specialty 
area or treatment unit . 
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CORRECTIONAL OFFICER III (Continued) 
Ability to exercise supervisory control over subordinates. 
Ability to establish and maintain effective working 
. relationships with all institution personnel. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduation from a standard four (4) year high 
school or the G.E.D. equivalent and two ( 2) years of 
experience as a Correctional Officer; 
OR 
additional experience as a Correctional Officer or in 
law enforcement, military service, or related fields may be 
substituted for the required education on a year-for- year 
basis to a maximum of four (4) years; 
OR 
college . level qoursework in penology, police science or 
social science may be substituted for the required experience 
on a month-for-month basis to a maximum of twenty four (24) 
months. · 
Desirable. ·A B.A. degree from an accredited college or 
university in penology, police science, or social science. 
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CREDIT UNION EXAMINER I 
DEFINITION 
Under immediate superv~s~on on a training basis, performs 
beginning level auditing work by examining the records and finan-
cial statements of state chartered credit unions for account-
ability to state laws and regulationsi performs related work as 
required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED . 
Learns applicable credit union laws and regulations through 
assigned readings in order to apply these laws and regulations 
to actual situations. . 
Conducts specific phases of the detail audit portion of the 
examination process by applying specific auditing techniques 
under close review of a higher level examiner in order to learn 
how to analyze accounts, verify accounting procedures and recon-
cile records such as: · 
Verifying cash and other debits or credits which 
are not posted; listing individual ledger accounts; 
reconciling statements; examining and verifying in-
vestments and securities. 
Examining investment schedules, mortgages, insur-
ance, and security bonds, employee accounts, and 
other liabilities and credit union practices. 
Reconciling bank accounts.· 
Examining all loans and security and preparing a 
listing of loans that are delinquent or inadequately 
secured. 
Preparing schedules and reports covering exami-
nations conducted. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES AND SKILLS 
Some knowledge of the principles and practices of accounting 
and auditing; of the principles of business law; of the princi-
ples of business finance. 
Ability to read, comprehend and apply appropriate state cre-
dit union laws and regulations; to analyze and interpret credit 
union accounting and financial data; to express ideas effectively, 
orally and in writing; to operate adding machines and calculators; 
to establish and maintain effective working relationships with 
fellow trainees, superiors and representatives of credit unions 
subject to examination; to type, not requiring the touch system, 
where accuracy. r-ather than speed is important. 
Availability for overnight travel in an assigned area of 
Iowa. 
10-69 10- 16-72 
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CREDIT UNION EXAMINER I (Continued) 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graauation !rom an accredited four (4) year college 
or university with a minimum of twelve (12) semester hours in 
accounting, money and banking, business administration , finance, 
or economics; 
OR 
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an equivalent combination of education and experience n 
substituting one (1 ) year of full time paid employment in preparing 
and maintaining, or in auditing, the financial and accounting records , 
or as a loan officer for a bank, trust company, loan institution, I 
credit union, government.al regulatory agency or accounting firm for J 
each one {1) year of the required college or university education; 
OR 
an equivalent combination of education and experience 
substituting, on a year for year basis, satisfactory completion of 
a post high school curriculum in accounting, money and banking, 
business administration, finance, or economics at a recognized busi-
ness or area school, junior college, or college for each year of 
experience. 
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CRIMINAL ANALYST 
DEFINITION 
Under general supervision, analyzes and evaluates intelligence 
material received by the Bureau of Criminal Investigation from 
external and internal sources for the purpose of coordinating the 
investigation work of the division and the dissemination of perti-
nent information to the staff and other law enforcement agencies; 
performs related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Analyzes and evaluates 1ntell1gence reports submitted by 
field agents in order to determine patterns, recurring events, 
identities and activities of criminal groups and members, etc. 
Writes reports to summarize findings of intelligence gathered 
by field investigators for review by officials of the Division. 
Informs and coordinates activities of field investigators 
involved in different investigations; but activities, events, and 
incidents correlate to assist them in the successful completion 
of their investigations. 
Prepares and submits for dissemination intelligence materials 
that may be of value to other divisions of the agency or other law 
enforcement groups for the purpose of suppression of crime. 
Reads, evaluates, and analyzes materials received from ex-
ternal sources and summarizes data in reports to concerned parties 
in the division for their evaluation . 
Establishes and maintains a filing system of intelligence 
material to faci litate later retrieval and review. 
Conducts oral briefings to gather intelligence data to 
facilitate dissemination of pertinent facts or on activities 
of the division. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Knowledge of English, grammar, spelling, and mathematics . 
Knowledge of modern office practices and procedures to 
include the use of office machines and equipment. 
Some knowledge of the agency's policies, methods, and _ 
procedures. 
Working knowledge of criminal investigation work in t he 
fi e ld . 
Abil i ty to plan and organize assigne d work . 
Ability to read and comprehend pertinent facts at a h i g h . 
rate of speed. : 
Ability to recall pertinent facts obtained in research of 
criminal investigation materials. 
Ability to communicate effectively orally and in writing. 
Ability to prepare statistical tabulations, charts, graphs, 
and reports. 
Ability to establish and maintain effective working re-
lations hips. 
ADOPTED: a- 16- 74 REVISED: CLASS. CODE; o 6o .19 
IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 
CRIMINAL ANALYST (Continued) 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduat1on from an accredited four (4) year 
college or university shali be considered as qualifying; 
OR 
an equivalent combination of experience and education, 
substituting on a year-for-year basis study in the field of 
criminalistics at an area community college for the required 
college education to a maximum accumulation of two ( 2) years; 
OR 
an equivalent combination of experience and education, 
substituting one (1) year of full-time, paid employment as a 
crime scene investigator utilizing the knowledges, abilities, 
and skills mentioned above for one (1) year of the required 
education, with a maximum substitution of four (4) years. 
NOTE: Applicants must be prepared to undergo an intensive 
background security check. 
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CRIMINALIST I 
DEFINI'riON 
Under immediate supervision, in a training capacity collects 
and preserves evidence and performs scientific analysis of physi-
cal materials in the investigation of crimes in the State Bureau 
of Criminal Investigation Criminalistics Laboratory; performs 
related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PE~FORMED 
Learns drug and alcohol analysis technique s and procedures 
in order to develop proficiency and independent activity using 
literature , the experiences of others, federal training programs . 
and pers onal work expe rie nce . 
Learns hair, fiber and physiological body fluids test 
techniques and procedures in order to develop proficiency 
using literature, experience of other~ and personal work 
experiences. 
Attends court . in order to observe expert testimony practices 
ano learn court room procedures. 
Learns chemistry and physical analysis techniques and p r o-
cedures in the inve stigation of pa int, glass, me tal , soil, · 
flammable liquids, incendiary devices , bomb contents, fired . 
bullets, cartridge cases, distance determinations, firearm 
discharge s a nd residues, blood, urine, body flu i ds and tissues. 
; I J 
I 
Presents testimony o r writte n r e ports t o a gra nd jury ,. 
pre l i minary hea rings, or court trials in order to interpret 
a nd prese nt evidence and defend t e st res ults using work aide s 
such as mode ls, graphs, and photog raphs . 
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· Collects phys ical material s at the scene o f a crime to 
p reserve a n d doc ume nt it f or e v e ntual identification purposes 
in a criminal investigation . 
Ide n t i f i e s a n d c ompare s fingepr i ntes , foo twe ar, tire treads, 
serial numbe r s , foot - palm impress ions i n orde r to identi fy per-
sons or material s u sed i n cri mi n a l a cti vities. 
Learn s th~ t e chniques o f d o c ume nt analysis a n d f irearms 
iden t i fica t ion t o d e v e l op p r oficiency and independen t activity· 
usin g literature , e xperie nce o f others , federa l train i n g prog r ams , 
a nd pe r s9na l wor k e xperi e nces . 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES , AND SKILLS 
Knowledge of che mistry , bio- chemistry , biology and physics 
as they relat e to a n a lysis of phys ica l mat ter in a crime labora-
t ory. 
Knowledge of chemical and physical analysis ins t r umentati o n 
and its u ses in a laborato ry. 
Knowledge of t h e phys i cal c haracteristics of paint , glass , 
metal, soil, f l a mmable ma t erials , incendiary devi ces , bomb · 
I [--------- ---------·----------------------------------------------------------------
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CRIMINA~IST I (Continued) 
content~, fingerprints, footwear, tire treads, serial numbers, 
finger-foot-palm impressions, blood, urine, and body fluids and 
tissues. 
Knowledge of methods used to illustrate information to 
develop reports and support testimony in criminal investigations. 
Knowledge of tools, their uses, and probable impressions 
they make. 
Knowledge of the basics, principles, and safe handling of 
firearms . 
Ability to communicate effectively both orally ·and in 
writing. 
Ability to maintain composure while under cross-examina·tion 
as regards scientific and personal qualifications. 
Ability to distinguish sizes, shapes, and colors. 
Ability to observe and record reaction during an analysis 
and draw logical conclusions. 
Ability to operate laboratory equipment. 
Ability to read technical and/or scientific literature, to 
visually follow the activities of others, follow instructions, 
and to learn. 
Skill in the operation of laboratory equipment and in the 
use of chemicals. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduation from an accredited four (4) year college 
or un1versity with a degree in a physical or natural laboratory 
science such as forensic Science, chemistry, biology, physics or 
closely. related science. 
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DAIRY PRODUCTS INSPECTOR 
DEFINITION 
Under general supervision, inspects facilities and equipment 
used in the production, processing, manufacture and storage of 
dairy products to insure compliance with sanitation and related 
laws regulating the dairy industry; performs related work as 
required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Inspects creameries, dalrles and milk recelvlng stations as 
well as cheese, ice cream and powdered milk plants to insure com-
pliance with laws regulating the production, processing and 
storage of milk and milk products. 
Inspects equipment used in the production, processing and 
storage of milk and milk products to insure adequate sanitation, 
Collects samples of milk and milk products for bacterial 
and content analysis; explains results to appropriate plant . 
personnel . 
Inspects dairy farms producing grade "A" milk to insure 
adequate facilities and compliance with production regulations. 
Prepares inspection reports and maintains records as 
req·uired. 
Administers examinations for milk and cream grading and 
babcock testing licenses. 
Cooperates with federal and state health officials in the 
rating of milk sheds and the inspection of Iowa dairies or dai ry 
products plants engaged in interstate commerce. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Knowledge of the equlpment, methods, and procedures us ed in 
the production, processing, transportation, storage , and sale of 
dairy products. 
Knowledge of the u.s. Public Health Ordinance and Iowa Dairy 
Laws. 
Some knowledge of sanitary inspection procedures and 
techniques , 
Ability to establish and maintain effective work relation-
ships with the public. · 
Ability to communicate effectively orally and in writing. 
Ability to read and interpret building and equipment 
blueprints. 
EDUCATION , EXPERIENCE AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Mlnimum. Graduatlon from hlgh school or G.E.D. equivalent 
and four (4) years of full-time, paid employment in a dairy or 
dairy products plant involved in dairy production; examples of 
which are: production supervisor, production worker, technical 
12/20/71 REVISED: 4/4/73 CLASS CODE: os112 
IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 
DAIRY PRODUCTS INSPECTOR (Continued) 
sales of dairy plant equipment, quality control inspection, or 
other work relating to the processing and/or manufacturing of 
milk or milk products~ 
OR 
successful completion of one (1) year of study in a college, 
university, junior college, or business/technical school with 
major emphasis in dairy or food technology, bacteriology, animal 
science or closely related science may be substituted for each 
year of the required experience to a maximum of four (4) years. 
NECESSARY SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: Must be in good health, willing 
to travel extensively and possess a valid Iowa driver's license. 
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DEFINITION OF WORK 
I 0 W A 
DRUG INVESTIGATOR I 
· Under general supervision conducts field investigation s and 
inspections of varied pharmaceutical facilities in order to 
insure compliance with controlled substance laws and regulations; 
performs related wo rk as required . 
ILLUS'l'RATIVE EXA~PLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Reviews and examines records of drug purchase receipts and 
disbursement; inspects drug storage safeguards under the provi-
sions of the Controlled Substances Act and regulations; checks 
inventories, records, storage methods, and safety measures. 
Investigates and conducts rout ine and in-depth accountabili-
ties of registrants who manufacture, distribute or dispense 
controlled Slilistances. 
Investigates reports of drug diversion, illegal purchase, 
sales, possession or use of controlled substances~ observes activi-
ties of drug dependent persons suspect~d of acts of subterfuge t o 
illegally obtain controlled substances; and secures evidence. 
Investigates the loss, theft, or forgery of controlled 
substances. 
Provides investigative information or administrative war-
rants, and te:3tifies in court in the prosecution of violators. 
Maintains cooperative working relationships with federal, 
state, and local law enforcement officers. 
Prepares necessary records and reports. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Knowledge of a uditing, accounting, inventory control and/o r 
materials management. 
Some knowledge of investigative methods and techniques. 
Some knowledge of the legal provisions concerning the col-
lection and admission of evidence . 
Some knowledge of interviewing techniques. 
Ability to observe and record facts clearly and accuratel y. 
Ability to establish and maintain effective work relation-
ships with others . 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Eight (8) years of f ull-time paid employment 
involv~ng e~ther maintaining, auditing, surveying or investigat-
ing pharmaceutical or closely related accounts or inventory; 
OR 
• 
1ADOPTED; -:: 7 I 1/6 9 REVISED : 4/22/73 CLASS CODE: o6o4s 
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DRUG INVESTIGATOR I (Continued) 
high school graduation or G.E.D. and four (4 ) years of the 
above work ex~erience; 
OR 
graduation from an accredited fo ur (4 ) year college or 
un i vers it.y; 
OR 
an equivalent combinq.tion of any of the above e ducation 
and/o~.:- work experience; 
NO'I'E: A.t the written request of t .he appointing authority and 
t,•d:th Merit Employment approval, specialized. training and/or 
experience ( i .e., drug audit, inventory, management and/or con ··· 
trol experience) may be required. 
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DEFINITION 
I 0 W A 
EMPLOYER LI ABILITY AUDITOR I 
Under immediate supervision, on a training basis, performs 
auditing work in determining employer status and liability under 
Iowa Employment Security Law; performs re l a t ed work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Visits employers' offices to investigate and determine 
their status under the Iowa Employment Security Law. Explains 
employer responsibilities. Answers employers' questions. 
Explains preparation of required forms and reports. 
Makes similar visits to state, county, and municipal 
departments to investigate and determine their status under the 
Iowa Public Employees Retirement System Law and participation 
in the Federal Old Age and Benefit Program. Explains 
responsibilities under the programs, tax rates, submission of 
forms, etc. 
Investigates changes in ownership to determine eligibility 
of successor employer for transfer of experience rating and 
to up-date and correct commission records. 
Investigates employer complaints on benefit charges. 
Investigates benefit claims when claimant and employer do not 
agree on wages reported. 
Audits employers' records for omission of wage records, 
fraudulent or incorrect reporting. 
Secures delinquent contribution and wage reports. Collects 
delinquent contributions and penalties. Investigates delinquent 
e mployers' financial ability to pay. Recommends f iling of liens, 
jeopardy assessments and distress warrants when appropriate. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Some knowledge of the social , economic, and labor conditions 
affecting unemployment insurance programs. 
Some knowledge of basic accounting techniques and principles . 
Some knowledge of modern office accounting practices, 
procedures, and equipment. 
Some knowledge of the principles of contract law. 
Ability to learn auditing procedures and techn iques within 
a brief training period. 
Ability to deal tactfully, courteously, and effectively 
with employers, employees, and t he general public. 
Ability to express ideas effectively, orally and in writing. 
Ability to record and evaluate a variety of information 
and prepare reports. 
ADOP rED: 7 /J,/69 REVISED: 7-26-71 CLASS CODE : osa1 
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l 
EMPLOYER LIABILITY AUDITOR I (continued} 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduation from a four (4} year accredited 
college or university supplemented by four (4} semester hours 
of accounting course work; 
OR 
an equivalent combination of education and experience 
substituting one (1) year of auditing, tax accounting or related 
experience for one (1) year of the required minimum education 
(to a maximum of four (4) years}; 
OR 
an equivalent combination of education and experience 
substituting one (1) year of auditing, tax accounting or related 
experience for four (4} semester hours of the required course 
work. 
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DEFINITION 
I 0 W A 
Ef·1PLOYf1ENT COlJfJSELOR I 
Under immediate to general supervision, counsels individuals 
in problem areas related to the individual's employability; per-
forms related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Counsels referred individuals to determine and aid in the 
resolution of their problems relative to employment. 
Evaluates applicant vocational potential through aptitude 
and/or psychological testing and applicant biographical informa-
tion. 
Counsels and assists applicants in forming realistic 
vocational goals. 
Places job-ready counselees in job opportunities in the 
community. 
Refers "hard core" counselees to appropriate community 
resources to improve employability. 
Maintains case records and follow-up reports to document 
applicant progress toward vocational adjustment. 
Attends staff and professional . conferences and meetings. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES AND SKILLS 
Some knowledge of counsel1ng techniques and procedure s . 
Some knowledge of interviewing techniques and procedures. 
Some knowledge of general sociological and psychological 
factors governing human behavior. 
Ability to identify and evaluate factors contributing to 
applicant unemployability. 
Ability to ef fectively utilize aptitude and/or p sycholog-
ical test results as a n aid to applicant appraisal. 
Ability to quickly assimilate basic applicant p lacement 
and job development techniques. 
Ability to quickly develop and maintain rapport with 
app l i c a nts from a wide range of socio-economic and cultura l 
backgrounds. 
Ability to maintain records and prepare reports as r e qu1 r c c .. 
EDUCATI ON, EXPERIENCE AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Mi n imum. Graduation from h1gh school or G.E.D. e quiva lent 
and f i v e (5) years of full-time paid employment in vocationa l 
counse l ing or placement work; 
OR 
g r a duation from a n accredited four (4) year col l ege o r 
un i v e r s ity and o n e (1) year of full-time paid employment in 
vocational counse l ing or placement work; 
.IL------ ----~ 
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EMPLOYMENT COUNSELOR I (Continued) 
OR 
graduation from a n accredited four (4) year ·college or 
university including or supplemented by fifteen (15) semester 
ho urs or its academic equivalent of college course work directly 
related to vocational guidance or counselor preparation (i.e., 
Abnormal Psychology, Social I nteraction, Social Work Practices, 
Brain Function and Learning, Educational Statistics, Child 
Deve l opment,· Principles of Guidance, etc.); 
OR 
a ny equivalent combination of the above education and 
experience. 
FOR PROHOTIONAL PURPOSES ONLY 
An employee w1th a total of twenty-seven (27) months of 
successful ful l -time paid employment as a Manpower Aide II with 
t he Iowa Employment Security Commission will be considered as 
qualifying; 
OR 
an employee with a total of nine (9) months of successful 
full-time paid employment as a Manpower Specialist I wi t h the 
Iowa Employment Security Commission will be considered as 
qualifying. 
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DEFINITION 
I 0 W A 
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEER I 
Under immediate superv~s~on, performs entry level professional 
environmental engineering work in a statewide environmental control 
program; performs related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Assists in one or more of the environmental engineering 
programs. ) ' c 
Makes engineering field investigations of various projects 
related to air pollution, liquid and solid waste management, 
ionizing radiation, housing, water supply; ' occupational health, 
swimming pool operation, or waste treatment facility construction 
grants. 
Compiles statistics, charts and tables on findings; assists in 
interpreting findings, or assists in preparation of reports and 
correspondence. 
Confers with and provides technical assistance to local boards 
of health, municipal officials, industry officials and the general 
public to help alleviate environmental health hazards. 
Collects specimens and samples for tests and analyses. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Some knowledge of principles of environmental health engineering 
and the fundamentals of biology, chemi'stry and physics as related 
to environmental engineering. 
Some knowledge of prevention and control of conditions which 
may adversely affect the human or natural environment. 
Ability to organize engineering and technical data and to 
present data and conclusions clearly and concisely both orally and 
in written reports. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum . Graduation from an accredited college or university 
with a Bachelor's degree in engineering. 
Selective certification may be made from eligibles specifically 
qualified through graduation from an accredited four year college 
or university ·with a Bachelor's degree in environmental, sanitary, 
civil, chemical, mechanical, industrial, agricultural or public 
health engineering. \ 
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ENV IRONMENTAL SPECIALIST I 
DEF I NITION 
Unde-r· imme diate t o ge ne ral supe rvision on a training basis 
pe rfo rms beg i n n i n g level p r ofessional work in an environmental 
contro l progra m s uc h as Air Qua lity, Water Quality, Water Supply , 
Solid Waste Dispos a l , Che mi c a l Technology, or in another closely 
rela ted program; performs rela ted work a s required. 
ILLUSTRATI VE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
As s i sts in c ond ucting i nve s t igations of obvious and/or 
po t e n 'cial s ources of e n.vi ronme n ·tal polluti on problems, to dete rrnine 
the de g ree of compliance wi t h the a ppropr iate standards, rules, a.:n.d 
laws. 
Ass i sts in collecting samp l e s for testing a nd a nalysis . 
Receives analysis from t .he State Hygenic Labor atory and r e-
cords the resu l ts. 
Comp i l e s stati stic s from a.na lyses and assists in the prepara~ 
tion of scientifi c reports and correspondence. 
Ass i sts in providin g technical assistance in a specific 
e n v ironme n tal program area to loc al boar ds of health, public and 
ind ustrial officials, and the general public to facilitate com-
plian ce with environmental regulat i ons. 
Perfo rms v i sible e mission s e va luations. 
Assis t s in the designing and/or modifying of equi pme nt and/ or 
methods for sample a nd d a t a col l ection . 
Attends training session s and environmental protection meetlngs. 
Maintains records of wor k acti vi·ties. 
Testifies at hearings a n d in court. 
KNOWLEDGES u ABILITIES AND SKII,LS 
Knowledge of the principles of na·tural science as related to 
env ironmental control. 
Some knowledge of c u rrent p rin c i p les and t ech n i q u es of en viron-
men tal con tro 1 . 
Some knowledge of ·technical terminology used in envi ronmental 
control. 
Some knowledge of basic pro cedu res utili zed in sampling and 
related data collection. 
Ability to establish and maintain effective working re laticms 
with public officials, priva-te businessmen, and the general public . 
Ability to communicate ef f ectively orally and in writing. 
Ability to maintain records a nd prepare reports as requireG. . 
Ability t o perform s t atistic al compu tat ions. 
Ability to understand and interp ret pol l u tion control lawsr 
rules, a nd regulations. j 
],--- ------------------ - --------
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ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIALIST· I (Continued) 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMEN'rS 
l\finimum. Gra.duation from high school or G.E.D. equivalent and 
four (4) years of f ull-time, technical employment in an environmental 
control program: 
OR 
thirty (30) semester hours or the academic equivalent, from an 
accredited college, junior college or university, with at least six 
(6 ) semester hours·in a physical or biological science, or 
mathematics 1 may b.e substituted for each year of experience to a 
maximum of four years. 
FOR PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES ONLY 
Two (2) years asiin~nvironmental Technician with the Depart-
ment of Environmen·tal Quali·ty will be considered as qualifying. 
II 
n 
Note: At the written request of tl1e appointin9 authority and 
with the approval of the Iowa Merit Employment Department, specific 
educational and/or experience backgrounds may be required for r. 
designated positions. · l l 
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY TECHNICIAN 
DEFINITION 
unaer general supervision,per:fonns technical field investi-
gative work in enforcing state and federal l aws in the area of 
equal employment opportunity; performs related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Conducts in-depth field audits to insure compliance with 
equal employment opportunity regulations by contractors. 
Prepares reports of field audit.s and recommends remedial 
action in cases of noncompliance. 
Advises contractors of changes in pertinent legislation 
and assists them in establishing employment programs which comply. 
Performs follow-up audits to determine if contractors have 
taken appropriate remedial action. 
Reviews investigation repor:t.s for 'completeness and correct-
ness of data, information, conclusions and recommendations; 
makes recommendations to 1:he Director and Commission for proper 
action. 
Investigates claims of discriminatory employment practices. 
Assists in developing forms and procedures necessary to 
the efficient operation of the equal employment opportunity 
section. 
Prepares a variety o f materials and reports in the assigned 
specialty. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES 1 AND SI<IJ;-~Lf?_, 
Some knowledge of state and federal l egisla·tion , regu l a-
tions and case decisions 1 n the fie ld of civil rights and equal 
employment opportunity. 
Some knowledge of J.abo r un i ons, tre nds and moveme nts. 
Some knowledge of t he current t :rends and developments in 
equal opportuni ty employment. 
Some knowledge o f equal em1):LOyment opportuni t y legislation 
and re lated policies and procedures. 
P.bili ty to understand the mode of opera·tions o f contrac-
tors who dea l with t he using ag~~ncy . 
Abi li t y to meet resistance and handJe complaints in a t act-
f u 1 man~1er. 
Ability to understand and :r·e late equal e mployme n t opportu-
nity legislation and related polic ie s and procedures. 
Al'1ili ty to rnaintain liaiso.•1 with. minori ·t y groups. 
u 
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EQUAL EMPLOYMEN'r OPPORTUNI-TY TECHNICIAN (Continued) 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPEICAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum: Graduation from an accredited f our year col lege 
or un1vers1ty; 
OR 
an equivalent . combination of education and experi ence s ·ub-
stituting one "( 1 ) year of full time paid employment involving 
contact with the public requiring tact and persuasion where the 
rights and responsibilities of citizens are concerned and where 
municipal, state or federal governmental statutes, rules and 
regulations relating to employment practices or compliance 
fields are explained, interpreted and enforced for each year 
of the required education. 
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FIELD AUDITOR I 
DEFINI'I' ION 
Under immediate ·to general supervision , performs audits of 
financial records in the field; performs related work as 
required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WOR~ PERFORMED 
Audits and analyzes the accounting practices and the records 
of receipts and expenditures in state departments and various 
administrative divisions and subdivisions and prepares audit 
reports for review by higher level auditors. 
Periodically reconciles equipment inventory records with 
equipment on hand. 
Interprets and explains controlling laws and regulations 
affecting the operations of organizations being audited. 
Audits the fiscal records in an operating department and 
suggests methods to improve records . 
Discusses recommendations and exceptions , if any, with the 
administrative personnel of the claimant involved upon completion 
of the physical audit . 
Performs a pre liminary review of the contracts approved , 
contract specifications , contract estima t es as opposed to the 
final billing received . 
Conducts correspondence relating to field work and prepares 
necessary reports thereon • 
Conducts desk audits according to predetermined guidelines 
and methods. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Knowledge of accepted accounting principles and procedures. 
Knowledge of auditing principl es and procedures. 
Some knowledge of uni form accounting systems prescr i bed 
for the agency of employment. 
Some knowledge of business law and laws relating to the 
agency of employment. 
Ability to apply general accounting a nd auditing principle s 
and procedures. 
Ability to prepare clear , complete and concise reports. 
Ability to speak and write effectively . 
Ability to establish and maintain effective working 
relationships with others. 
EDUCATI ON, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
- Min i mum. Graduation from an accredited four (4) y ear 
college with a minimum of twelve (12) semester hours in 
accounting, 
7/1/69 8-6-71 
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Fie ld Auditor I (continued) 
an equivalent combination of education and experience, 
substituting one (1) year of full-time paid employment in 
auditing or accounting work involving the preparation or 
analysis of financial statements for each year of the 
required education with a maximum substitution of four ( 4 ) 
years on year for year basis. 
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FISHERIES BIOLOGIST I 
DEFINITION 
Under general supervision, performs beginning level 
professional fisheries research and/or management work within 
a small geographical or ecological area; supervises lower 
level conservation personnel; performs related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Conducts asslgned lake and stream surveys of either a 
research or management nature to ascertain quantity, quality, 
type of fish in area, feed, availability and improvements needed. 
Determines what surveyed area needs to be improved and proceeds 
to make improvements . 
Conducts assigned research studies, collects samples of 
lakes and streams to determine water conditions; assembles and 
organizes data, analyzes all data and prepares detailed r eport 
on findings and recommends solution. 
Plans and supervises fish hatching activities, schedules 
work, and operates hatchery. 
Draws up a "sub-district" management plan based on the 
results of surveys conducted and creel collected information. 
Prepares technical reports on research or management 
activities and projects and submits to superiors along with 
management recommendations. 
Schedules and distributes fish within guidelines of sta t e 
fish management plan. Investigates fish kills and stream 
pollution problems by collecting and studying water samples, 
and interviewing people living in the area. · 
Studies the feasibility of lake and stream alteration as 
it pertains to desirable specie adaptability . 
Advises owners of surrounding farm ponds as to prope r f ist 
management techniques. 
Directs district fish management program or major research 
project in absence of Fisheries Biologist II . 
Supervises one or more conservation technicians an~/or 
workers, and prison labor. 
Surveys aquatic plant and animal populations by sampling 
fi sh , plankton and zooplankton to relate their population to 
fish population variety and fishing success. 
Uses and s upervises the use of water chemistry equipment 
to determine dissolved oxygen, carbon dioxide and .other water 
quality parameters. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
· Some knowledge of professional fisheries principles a nd 
practices. 
Some knowledge of the principles and practices of supe rvi sion . 
Some knowledge of the u se of technical and specialized 
equipment and tools used in fisheries work. 
l 
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FISHERIES BIOLOGIST I (Continued) 
Some knowledge of the departmental policies, procedures, 
and regulations of the Iowa Conservation Commission pertaining 
to fisheries practices. 
Some kno\~ledge of conservation practices required in Iowa . 
Ability to express ideas effectively orally and in writing . 
Ability to make decisions based on available data and facts. 
Ability to deal tactfully with the public. 
Ability to withstand strenuous physical work. 
Ability to work ·outside under all types of conditions. 
Ability to withstand physical outdoor work . 
Skill in the operation of manual mechanical tools and 
equipment used in fisheries work. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
M1nimum. Graduation from .an accredited four (4) year 
college or university with major course work in the biological 
sciences including a minimum of nine (9) semester hours of 
course work in fisheries biology. 
FOR PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES ONLY 
Two (2) years of experience as a Conservation Technician 
assigned to the Fisheries Section of the Iowa Conservation Com-
mission will be considered as qualifying. 
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FOOD PRODUCTION SUPERVISnR 
DEFINITION 
Under general supervision, performs supervisory work in one 
or more areas of a food service program; performs related work 
as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Supervises one or more areas of a food service program at 
a state institution . 
Supervises food service workers, cooks, ~akers, butcher s , 
ingredie nt room personnel, and resident s in the production of 
food for the institution; establishes work schedules, trains 
new e mployees; checks employees in food preparation. 
Supervises and instructs resident personnel in the skills 
of food service work . 
Checks and reports any malfunctions in equipme nt. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AaQ SKILL,fl 
Considerable knowle, ge of~he methods used in volume food 
production work. ' . 
Knowledge of ,deparf mental policies, procedures , and 
regulations . ' 
Knowledge of the basic principles of supervision. 
Some knowledge of all areas o~ food service work . 
Ability to P'l.an. ass ian, and supervise the work of subordinates . 
Ability to express ideas orally and in writing . 
Ability to establish and maintain effective working relations 
with institutional employees. 
Ability to maintain food production records . 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum . Graduation from high school and four (4) years of 
full-time paid food service experienc e, two (2) years o f which 
were a t a supervisory level in food preparation or food service 
work in a commercial, milita ry, or institutional setting; 
OR 
any equivalen t combination of e xperience and e d ucation, 
s ubsti tuting one (1) year of general qualifying experience in 
food service work, but not the required supervisory experience, 
fo r each year of the required education , with a maximum 
substitution of four yea rs; 
OR 
any equivalent combination of experien ce and education, 
substituting one (1) year of college work in dietetics, nutrition, 
7-1-69 REVISED: 11-16- 71 CLASS CODE : 7 2 35 
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rOOD PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR (Continued) 
food management, or a closely related area for each year of 
the required experience with a maximum substitution of four 
( 4 ) years. 
FOR PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES ONLY 
Eighteen (18) months of experience as a Cook II, Baker II, 
Meatcutter II, Ingredient Room Worker II, or Food Services 
Supervisor shall be considered as qualifying. 
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FORESTER I 
DEFINITION 
Under immediate to general supervision on a training basis 
performs professional forest management work within an area of 
several counties of the state; . performs related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Under d i rection, advises private woodland owners on all 
phases of timber management. Examines, selects , marks, and 
determines volume of timber for remova l from state and privately 
owned land in accordance with recognized cultural pr actices and 
assist s in the formulation of forest management plans . Helps 
identify damaging forest insects and di seases and advises 
me thods of control. 
As sis t s in a fire prevention program , a ttends firemen' s 
meetings, shows fire prevention · and inf ormati on films , keeps up-
to- da te f ire s uppr ession plans for wil d f i res on state areas . 
Learns to assist other agencies with forestry related 
problems , gives as sistance to conservat i on officers and wildlife 
bi ologis ts on forestry items. 
Becomes acquainted with general office procedures including 
corres pondence, prepares budgets for the assigned area of 
management, supervises expenditures, and prepares monthly reports . 
Learns to assist private woodland owners with s ale of trees 
t o commercial companies . Assists in technica l i nspection for the 
Federa l cost- shari ng p r ograms to private l ands by the 
Agri cult ure Stabilization and Conservat ion Service. 
Learns to assist the Soi l Conservati on Service with 
woodland management phases of general farm plans ·and land use 
coordination~ 
Under direction, advi ses landowner s on tree planting and 
places orders for nursery stock . 
Represents Conservati on Commissi on :L nteres.t s in t he 
counties s erved . Gives tal ks to s ervi ce clubs , prepa res a rtie l es. 
for news papers , and doe s radio i nte rview s hows to pr omote t he 
wi se use o f the state' s for est r esources. 
KNCMLEDGES , ABILITIES , AN D SKILLS 
Knowledge of professional f()res t ry. principl es . 
Some knowledge of the use of t ech .-lica l and s peciali zed 
equipment and t ools used in fore stry wo r k , and t he safety pr e-
c aut i ons necessary to the work . 
Abili t y 'co expr e ss i deas effectively ,, o ral l y a nd i n wr i t i ng . 
Abilit y t o use tact and cour t e s y in hand l ing d i f f i cult 
matters. and i n deal i ng wit.h the public . 
Ab i lity to ma ke deci s ions b ased, on research and ma nagernent 
da t a . 
~~DP~·'r~rn~~·· ~7-~l~-6~9 ______________ ~R~Ev~r~s ~:._l-_7_3 ________ ~C~L~AS~S~~CO~D~E~i __ o s_4_1 5~ 
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FORESTER I (Continued) 
Al'dllty to work out- of·-doors under all ty·pes of c onditions 
and to with.stand physi.cally demanding work. 
EDUCATI~EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
---M.l.lU.mum-:- Graduation from an accreiTted four (4) year · 
college~or university with .major course work in forestry. 
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DEFINITION 
Undei general s upervision . performs routine p rofessional 
a nd technical field and J:aboratory work in evalua.t ing 'che 
geological characteristics of earth materials; per forms 
related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Assists a professional superio)~ in s e l e ct i v e .ly analyzing 
aggre~ate and well drilled cbre samp les; p e r f orms standard t es ts 
to determine the geological characteristi c s of agg J~egate s. 
Assists professional supe riors in the examina tion of 
g eological specimens, collectio n of field data, p r e parati ons ; 
develops routine methods and procedures for geologi cal res earc~ . 
Operates a variety of geological equipment such as 
~e trographic photomicroscope, x-ray diffractome ter, e l ectr ic 
a nd gamma ray logger unit, paulin altimeter, or nitroge n 
a b s orption apparatus. 
Compiles, edits, and transforms res e arch d at a into 
numerical form for statistical analysis; prepa r e s r e p o r ts a nd 
maintains records of work performed . 
KNOWLEDGESr ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
.. -- Knowledge of the principles, procedures, and teclln iq ue s 
i.r• '.JDJ.v ed in professional field and labora tory ·geology. 
Knowledge of modern geological laboratory methods , 
~~" :{ U ipment, and materials. 
Knowledge of the current literature, trends, a nd 
deve lopments in the field of geology . · 
Ability to express ideas effectively ora l l y and in writi~ ~ . 
Skill in the use and care of geological laboratory 
equi pme nt. 
Good eyesight and normal color perception. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
-·---- -Mi nimum . Gradu a.tion-fromana ccre ditcd fou r · ( 4 ) Yl~<n 
c ollege o r un:ive rsi t y with major co ur:s e work i n geoloqy or 
p hys ical geography . 
I 
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GRAPHIC ARTIST 
DEFINI'l'ION 
Under general direction, designs and creates art work for 
production of camera ready copy; performs related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Creates art work designed to stimulate one into a desired 
action; such as reading a brochure, requesting information, 
obtaining available state aid, involvement in community action, 
support of agency programs, and creating a desire to ·learn · 
state laws and regulations. 
Produces pamphlets, booklets, reports, graphs, charts, 
posters, displays, and illustrations. · 
Uses brushes, pens, mechanical drawing equipment, overlays 
and cameras in the production of art work. 
Performs layout and paste up; selects and places body type, 
headings, photographs, and illustrations for printing. 
Acts as art consultant, approves and revises submissions 
from federal and local agencies; draws organization charts, 
floor plans, maps, and redesigning agency forms. 
Obtains printing estimates and recommends approval of 
finished products. · 
Handles .photography work in agencies not requiring the 
services of a full time photographer. 
Designs from conception· of an idea the material needed to 
visually represent an agency program. 
Confers with superiors and staff members who use art work; 
advises of cost differences, effectiveness, and limitations. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Considerable knowledge of illustration, typographical 
layout, and design . 
Considerab le knowledge of the techniques u sed in preparing 
copy for graphical presentation • 
Considerable knowledge of new trends and developments in 
the field of comme!rcial art. 
Ability to prepare illustrative drawings, sketches, and 
graphs . 
Abi lity to prepare graphical presentations of agency 
programs with a minimum of supervison and guidance. 
Skil l in the use of tools and equipment used in layout 
and design. 
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Graphic Artist (Continued ) 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduat1on from an accredited four (4) year 
college or university with major course work in art; or 
major course work in journalism or advertising with course 
work in art; 
OR 
an equivalent combination of education and experience 
substituting one (1) year of full time paid employment as a 
commercial artist for each year of the required education 
with a maximum substitution of four (4) years . 
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HEALTH INFORMATIOi~ SPECIALIST 
DEFINI'riON 
• Onoer general supervision organizes and assists community 
efforts to identify and s olve specific health problems or 
initiates specific public health infor mation programs~ performs 
related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PEHFORMED 
D~rects programs and ass~sts other professional staff 
in the development and administration of specific and - techni-
cal public health programs in such fields as dental health, 
injury control, recreational therapy consulting, or other 
technical or para-medical public health programs. 
Plans, directs, and participates in conferences, seminars, 
meetings, and institutes pertaining to specialized health 
education programs. 
Provides guidance and .consultative services in a 
specialized field to personnel of the Hea lth Department, 
schools and universiti es, local community agencies, local 
governmental units, extended care or custodial facilities, 
and citizen groups. 
Participates in studies and surveys of public health 
needs and available resources in a specific technical area 
and evaluates the methods and materi a ls used to determine 
the effectivenes~ of the progra m. 
Designs and supervises the preparation of technical 
information material and related materia l s for specific 
projects. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
· ConsiaeraEle knowleoge of biological and social science s 
as they relate to public health education. 
Thorough knowledge of methods, techniques, and media 
available for the diss emination of health education materials 
to professionals in h ealth and to the public. 
Some knowledge of community h ealth problems , particularly 
as they relate to public hea lth e ducation. 
Ability to plan and c onduct a public health education 
program of considerab l e complexity. 
Ability to consult with loca l health staff regarding the 
deve lopme nt and organization of community public health 
education programs . 
Ability to maintain cooperative working r e lationships 
with community leaders, volunteer groups, and profess ional 
health personnel and agencies. 
Ability to address meetings and to organize groups as 
part o f the total health education program. 
U----------
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HEALTH HJF~)l{MA'fl0i'J SPECIALIS'l' con. 
EDUCATION , EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Five (5) years of full-time paid employment 
writing, editi ng, and performing re~ated responsible work 
in planning , preparing and disseminating health information 
to the public through either the medium of press, radio, 
television, and/or public speaking; 
or 
an equivalent combination of education and experience 
substituting the successful completion of thirty (30) 
semester hours (or the academic equivalent) of college 
course work to have included six (6) semester hours (or the 
academic equivalent) in English, journalis m, education, 
natural sciences, psychology, sociology, and/or public 
relQtions for each year of the exper ience to a maximum of 
four ( 4) years; 
or 
gradua tion from an accredited college or university with 
an und<-~rgraclua te or graduate degree in public health or 
nealth education . 
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HEALTH PLANNER I 
-- · --1-Jiid t.!r immcd i.alc supervision, p e rforms spcci fie local , 
reyional and/or statewide health resource, r esearch and 
p lanning characterized by office and field assignments; 
performs related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Assists in administer1ng federal and state health p rogram 
planning assistance activities; meets w~th municipal and county 
offi.c:ials , civic, business and health groups to inform o n and 
gain s upport for · planning act.ivi ties; advises on procedural 
a nd s ubstantive program requirements. 
Conducts planning information and orientation meeting~ as 
part of a public information program·; prepares or directs . 
preparation of visual aids and manuals to supplement personal 
contacts with community officials. · · 
Conducts r equire d investiqation and research for Stat~ , 
regional , and local comprehens.ive· planning . or programming of 
such resources as institutional or individual. professional 
purveyors of health care, interests and abilities of influen-
tial individuals, ahd community, economic, and gove rnme ntal 
~esource s. . 
Provides assistance on t echnical and procedural aspects 
of planning and conforming to contracts. · 
Provide~ liaison with the agency fiscal office maintaining 
cost records o f performance of work under contract. 
Prepares periodic work reports fo r projects under f~dera l 
aid programs fo r federa l administrative departments. 
Provides t echnical assista nce to a gency supervisory offic ~ 
a nd fiel.d personnel in r e s e arch activities, information progra-~ 
and public contact. 
Performs fr equent site visits to research community cond i -
t ions and resources a nd ~o coordinate planning activities wit~ 
local agencies and · {~eld office~. 
KNOWLr·:DCI·:s , A BI LT'f'H .:s , AND SKII.l .S 
·- - ~>omoY. nowl cd<Jc-C>.f"pj::J nciples , tt~chniqu.es ; ·curn~nl·. t l' l'thi ~;, 
laws , po ~ i cics and p r o grams conccrn.i nq all phas< ' S of st ,l l l', 
· loca ·i. a nc commun i. ty development . 
Some knowledge of ~jovc r:nmenlal structures. at Joc.:tl .:.1nd 
s ta te l c~vcls , pr oject f ina ncing a nd_ coordinalion. 
So1111~ knowled<;e of social , political , eco11om i.e , and o LIH' r 
prob l ems affecting de velopment of local and ste3.te human and 
physic al resources and projects. 
Abi l i t y to inter pret a nd apply agency pol i cy. 
Abili t y to plan work , th ink conceptually ~ observ e and 
· e valuate c urrent condi tions a nd trends , ana lyze data, draw 
log ical c onclus ions and .make sound decisions and recommendations ~ 
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HEALTH PLANNER I (Continued) 
Ability to work effectually with others. 
Ability to express ideas orally and in writing. 
Ability to . speak before public and private groups. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduation from an accredited four (4) year 
college or university with major coursework in planning, 
economics, social sciences or a health discipline; 
OR 
an equivalent combination of education and experience 
substituting one (1) year of qualifying experience in health 
planning for each year of the required education to a 
maximum of four (4) years. 
NOTE: At the written request of the Appointing Authority and 
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HIGHWAY ENGINEER IN TRAINING 
DEFINITION 
This is engineering work at the entrance and limited 
performan6e levgl. 
DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERIS'I'ICS OF WORK 
4205 
Employees apply engineering skills and knowledges to vari-
ous routine to moderately difficult assignments in one or more 
assigned areas of highway engineering work . Initial assign-
ments involve on-the-job training under the direction of a 
professional or technical superior. As experience is acquired, 
greater independence of judgment and action is allowed and 
employees are made responsible for projects or operations of 
limited scope and complexity, or act as assistants to an · 
engineering supervisor. Assignments may include supervision 
over subprofessional assistants . Work is assigned and super~ 
vised by a professional superior who inspects and reviews the 
work during progress and upon completion for accuracy and 
adherence to departmental and engineering standards. 
I LLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Assists in phases of highway and bridge location , design , 
construction and maintenance, construction materials research 
and inspection activities, highway and traffic planning and 
control f unctions, and associated highway operations to learn 
established procedures and practices. . 
Designs, details, and estimates routine structures such 
as simple beam bridges; performs structural analyses and 
prepares details of new designs working with an experienced 
designer; conducts shop inspections of routine structures at 
fie ld fabrication shops. 
Participates in the design and preparation of preliminary 
and final plans for primary and interstate highways; designs 
simple features of highways and other civil engineering 
structures; assists in the sampling, analysis, and design of 
soils used in construction. 
Superv i ses , as delegated, a nd participates in highwa y 
construction inspection activities; serves as a highway or 
bridge projec·t inspector inspecting workmanship and mater ials 
for quality and adherence to specifications; instructs tech- ~ 
nical assistants in these activities. 
Assists in the compilation, analysis, and presentation 
of highway engineering, traffic, and transportation data for 
application in highway location problems and planning programs; 
assists an engineering supervisor on research and design pro-
j ects; interprets specif ications and results of studies; 
make s f i eld investigations and inspections on assigned aspects 
of various projects; prepares narrative and s tatistical reports 
on technical engineering assignment. 
Performs related work as required. 
I 
HIGH~"AY ENGINEER IN TRAIN I NG (Continued ) 
EDUCA'riON, EXPERIENCE , AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum . Graduation from college with maj o r course work 
in c ivil or related engineering. Eight (8) years of pro-
gress ive ly responsible practical engineering experience or 
a n equivalent combination of education and experience in 
engineering work which is of a character satisfactory to 
the State of Iowa Board of Engineering Examiners may be 
s ubstituted i n lieu of graduation from college. 
NECESSARY SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Possession of an Engineer in Training certificate as 
issued by the State of Iowa Board o f Engineering Examiners 
on completion of t he one (1 ) year probationary period; or 
possession of an Engineer in Training certificate issued 
by another j urisdiction with requ irements, as determined by 
the Board, equal to Iowa standards. 
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INDUSTRIAL HYGIENIST 
DEFINI'l'ION 
Under general direction, assists the Commissioner of 
Labor in the planning, development and administration of 
a statewide Industrial Hygiene program; performs related 
work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Performs surveys in ~ndustr~al environments for ra.dio-
logical, biological, chemical and physical health hazards. 
Prepares technical reports outlining results of the 
inspection and citing specific violations of health and 
safety regulations. 
Writes violation orders on employers designati ng 
remedial measures needed. 
Lectures to industry and union as.semblies on detection 
and control of industrial health hazards. 
Conducts complex a nd large scale investigations of 
industrial plants and work sites to determine t he type 
and extent of suspected environmental contamination. 
Interviews plant personnel, gathers samples ·of air, 
dust, liquids, and industrial materials. 
Uses direct reading instruments such as Mine Safety 
Appliance Universal Testers, light meters, noise l evel 
me ters, ve lometers ., wet bulb thermometers, and personal 
sampling devices for measurement of noise, radiation, 
vibration, temperatures, and chemical con tamination. 
Analyzes and reports on plant findings and laboratory 
data. 
Develops special adaptations of existing equipment and 
analysis procedures to accommodate unusual problems of 
contaminate determination. 
Assists technical personnel in resolving conflicts 
with plant managerial personnel a nd in working out solutions 
to particularly difficult problems of h azard mitigation . 
KNOWLEDGE, ABILI'l'IES, AND SKILLS 
Knowledge of sampling and direct measuring technique s 
for gas, vapor, dust, noise, a nd radiation. 
Knowledge of common industrial chemicals, chemical 
byproducts and the extent to which they become health h a z a rds . 
Knowledge of bacteriology, radiology, physiology, and 
organic and inorganic chemistry. 
Some knowledge of common industrial occupational. diseases , 
health hazards and toxic sources. 
Some knowledge of the Occupational Health and Safe ty Act 
as it relates to indu strial hygiene. 
2/11/74 REVISED: CLASS CODE: oo 67J 
IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 
INDUSTRIAL HYGI.E:NIST (Continued) 
Ability to analyze complex problems of environmental 
hazard reduction and arrive at sound decisions regarding 
action ~o be taken. 
Ab1lity to analyze and interpret comprehensive technical 
reports. 
Ability to operate and maintain detection and ·measure-
ment apparatus. 
Ability to explain technical procedures . and findings 
i n words a lay person can understand. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduation from an accredited four ( 4) year 
college or university with major coursework in industrial 
hygiene, chemical, civil or mechanical engineering, environ-
mental health, chemistry, physics, or a biological science7 
OR 
30 semester hours of accredited college coursework 
including a minimum of 6 semester hours of chemistry 
(including organic and inorganic), 6 semester hours of 
mathematics (including calculus ) , 3 semester hours of 
biology, 3 semester hours of physics, and 4 years full 
time paid employment as a Field Safety Technician with 
the agency of employment. 
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INFORMATION SPECIALIST I 
Under general supervision, researches, plans, drafts, edits 
and disseminates informational material to employees, state 
agencies and the general public for a state agency~ may act as a 
liaison between management and staff~ performs related work as 
required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED . 
Develops public information projects from general instructions 
to increase employee and public interest and understanding. 
Interviews departmental officials and employees to obtain 
information about agency programs to write and edit factual ·and 
special interest information for agency publications, news re-
leases, annual and special reports. 
Lays out and designs informational material by taking photo-
graphs, proofreading galley proofs and making arrangements for 
printing to prepare pamphlets, brochures and other material. 
Prepares radio tapes and/or television spots and short pro-
grams for general audiences and educational and informational 
presentations to special interest groups and e mployees by con-
tacting speakers, serving as announcer, taping and monitoring 
speeches and panel or group discussions to coordinate and pro-
duce useful presentation s. 
Replies by written or oral communication to requests re-
ceived from the public, special interest groups, officials and 
members of the press for informational materials. 
Works with other state agencies or organizations in 
collaborative or advisory capacity to develop public informational 
materials of mutual interest and prepare and revise manuals, forms, 
r eports and agency publications. 
Organizes and personally conducts tours of agency facilities 
to enh a nce understanding and support of agency or institution; 
works with public and private groups by personal contact and· 
assistance to promote activities of mutual .interest at fairs and 
exhibits. 
Maintains library and fi l es of source materials; prepares 
manuscripts for books; compiles bibliographies by · gathering and 
organizing materials for future use. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES AND SKILLS 
Knowledge of the general methods, principles and practices 
of public relations. 
Knowledge of various me thods used in the production and 
dissemination of written and graphic materials such as layout, 
typography, graphics, photography, a udio/visual equipment, e t c. 
7/1/69 REVISED: 6/1/74 CLASS CO DE : oo1so 
IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 
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INFORMATION SPECIALIST I (Continued) 
Knowledge of English composition and grammar. 
Some knowledge of punctuation. 
Some knowledge of social and economic conditions. 
Ability to write effectively and prepare accurate reports, 
to express ones e'lf clearly, concisely and persuasively, orally 
and in writing . 
Ability to comprehend and apply a large volume of written 
mat e rial to i nformational projects. 
Abil i ty to establish and maintain effective working re-
l a tions hips with employees, officials and the general public. 
Ability to deve lop skill in the use o f cameras and audio-
vi s ual e quipment. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduation from an accredited four-year college 
or unive r s ity with twenty (20) semester hours coursework in 
journalism, public relations, graphics or communicative arts; 
OR 
an equivalent combination of education and experience, 
substituting one (1 ) year of full-time employment in planning 
and writing ma terials to disseminate information to the public 
through the media of press (newspapers, publications), radio/ 
television and/or public speaking for each year of the re-
quired education. 
NOTE: Applicants must submit a college transcript. Some 
agencies may require an applicant to present a portfolio of 
his or her writing, layout or other public relations efforts 
to demonstrate past experience and training. 
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1 U W A 
PJSTITlJTU1~l~L TEA.CHER 
Under general suPervision, Performs Professional academic 
teaching; performs related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OP WORK PERPORMED 
Teaches general and specialized pre-school, elementary, and 
secondary academic or vocational subjects at a professional level; 
prepares teaching outlines and develops methods of study for 
subjects taught. 
Encourages pupils and assists them in maintaining an 
interest in school, and provides individual instruction when 
necessary. 
Supervises sub-professional employees engaqed in educational 
activities. 
Prepares daily attendance reports of pupils, and detailed 
records and rePorts on . the program, abilities, and progress o£ 
individual pupils. 
Participates in social, recreational, religious, and other 
extra-curricular activities. 
Administers and grades examinations, and gives snecial 
aptitude and ability tests. 
KNO~..YLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Knowledge of the modern methods of teaching, testing, and 
the principles of special education. 
Knowledqe of the subject matter covering the field in which 
th e t e a9hinq work is to be done. 
Knowledge of current literatur.e, trends, and developments 
in the field of e ducation. 
Some knowledge of school administration orinciple s and 
practices. 
Ability to instruct, supervise, and disc i pline oup ils. 
Ab ility to e stablish and maintain effe ctive workinq 
relations with others. 
Ability to organize and present orally facts clearly a n d 
concisely. 
Ability to arous e and maintain the interes t o f pupils in 
s chool work and extra-curricular activities . 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE , AND SPECIAL REQ UIREMENTS 
Min i Mum. Gradua t i on from an accredited f our (4) year 
college or univer sity with major cours e work in qen e r a l, 
voca tiona l, early childhood, or special education, or in Child 
De ve lopment . 
NECESSARY SPECI AL REQUIREMENTS 
Pos s e ssion o f the a pplicable education c e rtificat e, when 
r equ i red and i s sue d by the State of Iowa, within three ( 3) 
months of employme nt . 
7- 1 - 69 REVISED: 11-15-71 CLASS CODE: 
IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 
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INSIIRANCE m~'PNJY EXAf\1HlER. I 
DEFINITION 
Under the close superv1s1on of a higher level insurance company 
examiner, assists in the examination of financial and related business 
records of domestic and resident insurance companies to determine 
compliance \-lith state insurance laws and regulations; performs 
related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Learns to apply established auditing techniques to analyze, 
verify, and reconcile financial accounts and transactions. 
Assists in the examination and verification of assets and 
liabilities by performing extensive detail work consisting of vouching, 
tracing entries, footing totals, preparing bank reconciliations and 
other related tasks. 
Counts petty cash and reconciles with accounting records; 
examines expense vouchers, disbursements and claims paid to determine 
if settlements made to policy holders are in accordance with policy 
contracts. 
Operates adding machines, calculators and typewriter. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Some knowledge of the principles, methods, and practices of 
auditing and accounting. 
Some knowledge of insurance principles and theory. 
Ability to analyze and interpret accounting and financial data. 
Ability to express ideas effectively, orally and in writing. 
Ability to operate adding machines and calculators. 
Ability to meet with and cooperate effectively with individuals 
or representatives of organizations who are subject to examination by the 
Insurance Department . 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduation from an accredited four (4) year college or 
university with major course work in accounting, business administration, 
economics, commerce, finance, or closely related fields; 
OR 
an equival ent combination of e ducation and experience substituting 
on a year-for-year basis one (1) year of successful full time paid 
employment in adjusting insurance claims and/or auditing or maintaining 
accounting and financial records for each year of the required college or 
univers ity e ducation with a maximum substitution of four (4) years. 
uADOPTED: 10/68 REVISED: 9 115 171 CLASS CODE; 0444 
ll IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 
INSURANCE COMPANY EXAMINER I (Continued) 
FOR PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES ONLY 
A permanent c l assified employee with eighteen (18) months successful 
full- time paid employment as a J unior Insurance Company Examiner with the Iowa 
Insurance Department will be considered qualifying. 
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L I B R A R Y A S S 0 C I A T E 
DEFINITION 
Under gene1:al supervision to direction, performs 
semi-professional technical library work in one or more 
phases of a · library operation; performs related work as 
required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Prepares s1mple b1bliograph1es on specific subjects; 
recommends the repair of damaged books and the discard of 
outdated or irreparable material . 
Performs elementary research into library sources for 
staff members or the general public; provides lists of 
authorities for patrons interested in performing study or 
research. 
Assists library users by locating specific books or 
periodicals through utilization of the card catalogue 
file; maintains circulation records. 
Performs routine cataloging and accessioning of library 
materials. 
Supervises subordinate library personnel as assigned. 
Gathers, sorts, and files clippings and miscellaneous 
materials in developing special reference collections. 
Visit wards or cottages to distribute books and 
magazines. 
Consults with professional librarians , as required, to 
verify accuracy of work performed or to request professional 
assistance in cataloging and classifying. 
Involves residents in group projects such as book clubs 
and current event discussion groups to motivate members to 
use l ibrary facilities. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES , AND SKILLS . 
Knowledge of the principles and practices of library 
procedures including reference, circulation, bibliography, 
classi f ication, and cataloging. 
Some knowledge of the bibliographic tools. 
Some knowledge of library reference and research 
materials. 
Knowledge of clerical library techniques of basic 
office procedures. 
Ability to establish and ma intain effectiVe working 
relationships wi th other employees and the general public . 
Ability to express ideas clearly and concisely, both 
orally and in writing. · 
7-1-69 REVISED: 11-20-70 CLASS CODE : 
IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 
131 0 
LIBRARY ASSOCIATE lcont1nued) 
CDUCATION~ EXPE~IENCE, AND SrECI AL RE0UIREMENTS 
-···-1-rl-nimum-:-- Graduat1on from h.1 q.h school, and four (4) years 
of progres51vely res~ons1ble subprofess1onal l1brary work; 
OR 
an equ1valent comb1nation of education and experience, 
subst1tut1ng successful complet1on of an accred1ted course in 
l1brary pract1ces for s1x (6) months of the required work 
exper1ence; 
OR 
an equivalent combinat1on o ~ e ducatioc and experience, 
s ubs t1tut1ng three {3) semester hours of library science 
course v1ork 1n an accredited colle ge o.i:: university for six . 
t6) months of required exper1ence; 
OR 
an equ1val ent comb1nation of educat1on and experience, 
subs tLtut1ng successful complet1on of one (1) year o f study 
1n an accred1ted college or uni~er s 1ty for each year of 
t he requ1red exr~rience . 
F'OR P RO~~CTIOl'l Jl.L Pu~·!?OSBS ONLV 
·- - -·- 'rhr e~e ·· ·-(.:fi- year·s-oi -·;;ro o r .. e ssi vely responsible exper lence 
1n the emc loy 1na a g e ncy as a L1bra r y A1de sha ll be cons1dered 
as ·~ua l 1 fy 1n0 . 
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LIQUOR STORE MANAGER I 
DEFINIT!ON 
. Under general direction, performs managerial work in 
directing sales and stock control activities of a small 
state liquor store; performs related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Manages the store personally or supervises and participates 
with one full-time clerk or several extra-help employees in the 
operation of the store. 
Performs or participates in such duties as waiting on 
customers, receiving merchandise, ·taking physical inventories and 
general custodial cleaning. 
Maihtains or supervises the maintenance of control and sales 
records. 
Prepares or supervises the preparation of regular and 
special reports covering sales, stock on hand, receipts of mer-
chandise , cash receipts, deposits and other necessary information. 
Instructs store personnel in proper performance of their 
duties and transmit~ central office orders and p r ocedure changes 
to store personnel. 
Takes special orders for merchandis e not in stock and 
requisitions merchandise. 
Serves as an assistant to a Liquor Store Manager III and 
works on and s upervises an alternate shift. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES AND SKILLS 
Some knowledge of stock handling and inventory control 
methods and procedures. 
Some kno-v1ledge of the principles and methods of retail store 
management. 
~)ility to learn departmental 'programs, rules and regula-
tions as they relate to work performed. 
Ability to make arithmetical computations with speed and 
accuracy. 
Ability to read and post numerical data accurately a nd 
rapidly. 
Ability to plan, assign and supervise t h e work of 
s ubordinates. 
Ability to establish and maintain effective workin<J r e la-
tionships with other e mployees and the general public . 
Skill in the operation of an adding machine. 
Sufficient physical strength and freedom from disabling 
defects to permit the lifting and moving of moderately heavy 
objects . 
l 
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I J IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 
LIQUOR STORE MANAGER I (Continued) 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE AND SPECIAL REOUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduat~on from h~gh school or GED and three (3) 
years· o£ full-time paid employment, one (1 ) year of which must 
have been in a supervisory capacity; 
OR 
an equivalent combination of education and experience sub-
stituting one (1) year of full-time paid employment for each y e ar 
of the required education; 
OR 
substitution of gradua tion from an accredited college or 
university with a degree in business or public administration, 
accounting, finance, banking or economics for the required 
experience; 
OR 
substitution of the completion of a course of study in r etail 
or wholesale marketing, or an associated distributive education 
progr~m at an area community college for the required experience. 
FOR PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES ONLY 
One t 1.r year of exper~ence and permanent status as a Liquor 
Store Clerk will be considered as qualifying. 
i..JECESSARY SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
All applicants must have reached the age of majority as 
defined by t h e Code of Iowa. 
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MANAGEMENT ANALYST I 
DEFINITION 
Under irrunediate to general supervision, pe rforms technical 
work evaluating and developing improve d managerial procedures and 
practices; performs related work as is required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Performs one or several kinds of work characteristic of 
this series such as: 
Analyzes and recommends new, or improvements in existing 
records and files systems, machines, equipment, space layout , 
mail recording and routing, records classification and release, 
studies appropriate laws and regulations to determine objectives 
and obligations of agency; recommends plans to control the 
retention, transfer, retirement or disposal of agency records. 
Analyzes organizational structure and work processes; 
prepares process, work distribution and other charts; determines 
measurable work units and operations; makes workload surveys 
and recommends changes in work distribution and reassignment 
of functions. 
Collects and analyzes data to detmermine necessity for 
work performed, applicability of work unit standards, workload , 
projections, de viations from standards and effectiveness of 
processes and procedures . 
Makes fact-finding surveys; collects and analyzes data 
to prepare ma nuals and handbooks regarding procedures to be 
followed in handling incoming and outgoing communica~ions. 
Reviews specified operations of limited scope to identify 
areas that need improvement in regard to efficiency, economy, 
and effectiveness. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Some knowledge of management practices, theories, techniques, 
and methodology . 
Some knowledge of the principles and practices of public 
administration and general services administration. 
Some knowledge of the application and uses of mode rn office 
equipme nt including e l ectronic data processing equipment. 
Ability to analyze and comprehend organization and procedural 
problems. 
Ability to express ideas effecively, orally , and in writing. 
Ability to establish and maintain effective working relations 
as necessitated by work assignments. 
7-1- 69 REVISED: 7- ls-?o CLASS CODE: o 73 3 
IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 
MANAGEMENT ANALYS'r I (Continue d) 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum . Graduation from a four-year college or university; 
OR 
an· equivalent combination of education and experience 
substituting one (1) year of technical management analysis work 
for each year of the required education with a maximum substitution 
of four (4) years. 
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MANPOWER RESEARCH ECONOMIST I 
DEFINITION 
Under ioonediate supervision on a training basis, gathers, 
compiles, evaluates and reports on economic data pertaining to 
manpower and employment programs; performs related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Learns and conducts surveys ~ntended to gather necessary 
program information . 
Learns to and prepares labor turn-over, estimates and assists 
in establishment of benchmark occupations. 
Gathers, compiles, analyzes data ~sed in vocational education 
studies. 
Learns to develop the necessary forms use in research and 
reporting activities. 
Helps establish central controls over ESARS reporting activity. 
Learns to and uses simple linear regression and matrix 
application to prepare occupational projections. 
Prepares data to be submitted to computer services. 
Prepares uniform reports, ·tables, charts and may assist in 
preparation of more compl·~x reports. 
KNOWLEDGE , ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Knowledge of statistical methods and procedures. 
Knowledge of modern office equipment and devices. 
Ability to organize and compile statistical data. 
Ability to express statistical data in a narrative · form, 
presenting results clearly and concisely. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
. M~n~mum. Graduat~on from h1gh school or G,E,D. and five (5 ) 
_years of full-time paid employment involving responsible technical 
statisti6al analysis or economic research work~ 
OR 
graduation from an accredited colle ge or university and o~e ( 1 ) 
year of the above experience; 
OR 
graduation from an accredite d college or university inc l ud i~g 
or supplemented by twelve (12) semeste r hours or its equi valent 
of college course work in statistics, mathematics, and/or econom i c s ; 
OR 
an equivalent combination of any of the above education a nd 
experience. 
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i IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 
MANPOWER RESEARCH ECONOMIST I (Continue d) 
FOR PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES ON,LY 
An employee w1th a total of eighteen (18) months of success fu l 
full - time paid employment as a Statistical Assistant II with t he 
Iowa Employment Security Commission will . be considered . as · qualify i ng; 
OR 
an employee with a combined total of forty-eight (48) month s 
II 
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El 
of successful full-time paid employment as a Statistical Assis tant I 
and II with the Iowa Employment Security Commission will be cons i deredn 
as qualifying. 
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MANPOWER SPECIALIST I 
Under immediate to general supervision, performs technical 
employment service work in local offices involving the inter-
viewing, classification, and placement of applicants1 performs 
related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Interv~ews job appl~cants to determine occupational 
qualifications and classifications. Analyzes work experience, 
education, performance on various appraisal measures, personal 
characteristics, and other factors and evaluates this informa-
tion for placement purposes. Advises applicants on labor market 
conditions and requirements in specific occupations or indus-
trial fields. Informs applic~nts about employment service 
policies and procedures and offers guidance on techniques of 
applying for jobs. 
Evaluates applicants needs for special services, such as 
testing, counseling, or additional training, and arranges -for 
services to meet those needs. May administer aptitude and per-
formance tests. · 
Obtains job orders from employers, and applies job analysis 
techniques to determine job content, skills and abilities 
required, and other occupational data necessary for selection 
of qualified workers. Discusses with employers employment 
service selection techniques and laboi market ·conditions affe~t-
. ing specific occupations, suggesting special recruitment metho~s 
where needed. Arranges for industrial services to employers 
when appropriate. 
Determines the suitability of applicants and refers 
qualified workers to employers. Contacts employers to determine 
results of referrals and continues follow-up with employers and · 
applicants as necessary. 
Develops job opportunities for applicants whose 
qualifications may be utilized immediately by specific employers, 
when suitable job openings are not currently listed with the 
office. 
Develops and maintains continuing working relationships . 
with assigned employers, by telephone contacts or personal inte r-
views, to furnish a complete, year-round placement service . 
Promotes the continuing use of the Employment Service by 
employers. Assists in identifying employer personnel problems 
and explains the specialized or technical services available to 
i ndustry through the Employment Service . 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Some knowledge of the social, economic, and labor 
conditions affecting employment servi ce programs. 
Some knowledge of the general principles of economics. 
July 1, 1969 REVISED: March 5, 1973 CLASS CODE : OC3 C 
IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 
MANPOWER SPECIALIST I (Continued) 
Some knowledge of interviewing techniques, various 
occupations, · and required occupational qualifications. 
Ability to learn employment office procedures and the use 
of technical interviewing tools within a brief training period. 
Ability to deal tactfully, courteously, and effectively 
with applicants, employe~s, employers, and the public. 
Ability to record and evaluate a variety of information and 
prepare reports. 
Ability to communicate effectively, orally and in writing. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Graduat1on from h1gh school or G.E.D . and four (4) years of 
successful full-time paid employment in job testing, interview-
ing, referral and/or placement, sales representative, credit 
investigation, collection work or related public contact work 
obtaining, ~alyzing and/or evaluating data; 
OR 
substitution of one year of sutcessful accredited college 
course work for one year of the require d experience with a 
maximum substitution of four (4) years. 
NOTE: At the written request of the Appointing Authority and 
with Merit Employment De partment approval, specialized training 
and/or experience (i.e., Spanish linquistic skills or rece nt 
mili tary experience ) may be required in designa ted positions. 
FOR PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES ONLY 
An employee with a total of e ighteen (1 8 ) months of 
successful full-time paid employment as a Manpower Aide III wi th 
the Employment Security Commission will be considered as 
qualifying. 
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MICROBIOLOGIST I 
DEFINITION 
Under immediate to general supervision, performs entry 
level professional scientific laboratory work of limited diver-
sity and complexity examining and analyzing food, feeds, drugs, 
water, blood, dairy products, or other material to insure con-
formity with public health,. consumer protection, or business 
standards or regulations; performs related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Performs microbiological tests of food and animal by-
products for salmonella, staphylococcus, and other pathogenic 
microorganisms. 
Analyzes antibiotics in feeds or drugs. 
Utilizes microorganisms in analysis of vitamins in feeds 
or drugs. 
Initiates and nurtures microorganic cultures in a medium 
providi~g for a continuous life system, for laboratory use. 
Maintains sterile conditions as required to avoid con-
tamination of the laboratory and equipment. 
Conducts standard p l ate counts, · coliforms or other routine 
bacteriological tests. 
Conducts t ests for distilled water suitability testing 
for state-certified laboratories. 
Attends profess ional and staff meetings .. 
Writes and reviews reports, and maintains records as 
required. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Knowledge of the methods and techniques of laboratory 
analysis. 
Knowledge of the principles of bacteriological reagents 
and s tandard bacteriological e xaminations. 
Knowledge of the types and methods of pre paring culture 
media. 
Some know l edge of technical report writing. 
Ability to es t ablish and maintain effective work ing re-
lationships with others. 
Ability t o accurate ly follow oral and wr itten instru ctions . 
Ability to express thou ghts a n d ideas c l early and concise l y, 
either orally or in writing. 
Ability to p l an and coordinat e a variety of laboratory work. 
Skill in the use of laboratory equipment . 
EDUCATI ON, EXPERIENCE , AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduation from an accredited four (4) year 
college or unive r s ity with an unde rgraduate degree in bacteriology, 
biochemistry , microbiology, v iro logy, or a closely related bio-
logical s cie nce; · 
lJI iiJ'--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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MICROBIOLOGIST I (Continued) 
OR 
an equivalent combination of experience and education, 
substituting one (1) year of full-time paid employment in a 
biology laboratory demonstrating work performed utilizing the 
knowledges, abilities, and skills mentioned above for one (1) 
ye ar of the required education, with a maximum substitution of 
four (4) years. 
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NURSE I 
DEFINITION 
This is professional and first-level supervisory 
nursing work at a state institution. 
DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS OF WORK 
Work of this class involves the application of fundamental 
knowledge and basic skills of nursing in the care and treatme nt 
of patients on a residential or outpatient basis. An employee 
of this class may act in a higher supervisory capacity on a 
relief basis or may cover more wards and supervise more 
attendants on afternoon or night shifts. Work is performed 
under appropriate professional supervision within established 
policies and procedures and is reviewed through conferences 
and reports . 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF vJORK PERFORMED 
Provides immediate nursing direction and consultation 
for an institutional unit, ward, cottage, or small group of 
wards or cottages serving the physically or mentally ill, 
the alcoholic, the aged, or the mentally deficient. · 
Administers medications, provides first aid, temporary 
medical assistance to the ill or injured, and carries out 
clinical tests as assigned. 
Supervises nursing assistants in a basic treatment unit 
or small group of units; instructs subordinates in 
rehabilitative patient care processes. 
Establishes and maintains appointment schedules for 
physicians in a clinic or infirmary . 
Assists physicians in ward rounds and in general pat i ent 
care ; consults with physicians about medical problems and calls 
attention to patient's needs ; develops a nd adjusts nursing 
care plans for the assigned area . 
Maintains a nd reviews charts and r ecords on patient ' s 
condition and progress. 
Maintains apparatus, equipment , and supplies for a 
medical clinic, infirmary , or operating room. 
Assists medical personnel in surgical operations . 
Cooperates with interdisciplinary professional staff 
in treatment programs; participates in individual or group 
therapy as assigned. 
Attends professional and staff meetings as required. 
Performs related work as required. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Knowledge of professional nursing theory and practice . 
NURSE I (Continued) 
Knowledge of m~dications and their use. 
Knowledge of patient care. 
Some knowledge of the aspects relating to nursing work 
in an infirmary, hospital, mental health, mental retardation , 
geriatric, or alcoholic program. . 
Ability to supervise the work of non-professional 
subordinates. 
Ability to establish and maintain satisfactory working 
relationships with physicians , supervisors, and other 
employees. 
Ability to deal with each patient sympathetically and 
tactfully while, at the same time, carrying out the 
treatment prescribed . 
Ability to maintain and interpret technical records. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduation from an approved school of 
nursing . 
Desirable . One (l) year of professional nursing 
experience in addition to the minimum requirements. 
NECESSARY SPECIAL QUALIFICATIONS 
Licensure as a Reg1stered Nurse in the State of Iowa, 
or possession of a valid work permit as issued by the 
Iowa Board of Nursing. 
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PAROLE AND PROBATION OFFICER I 
DEFINITION 
Under general supervis ion, performs independent community 
corrections work in the area of parole a nd probation services ; 
performs related work as requ ired. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Assists parol ees and/or probationers in the development and 
implementation of release plans . 
Counsel s clients concerning situations effecting their 
s uccess in the parole and probation program. 
Conducts pr·e-sentence investigations on orders from the 
court. 
Assists clients in securing e mp l oyme nt and adequate housing. 
Monitors c lients' activities to insure compliance wi t h 
parole and probatio n r ules and regulations and c li ents ' r elease 
plans. 
Interprets parole a n d probation rules and regulations for 
clients. 
Assists clients in obtaining any necessary communi ty 
services. 
Establishes and maintains effective work relations h ips with 
local employers, civic groups, and/or community service personnel. 
Makes recomme ndations, whe n necessary , for revocation of 
parol e or probation. 
Maintains records and prepares reports as required. 
I&OWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Some knowledge· of situational counseling techniques and 
practices. 
Some knowledge of investigative techniques. 
Some knowledge of interviewing techniques and procedures. 
Some knowledge of psychological and sociological factor s in 
influencing human behavior. 
Abi lity to establish and maintain effective working rela-
tionships with clients, local employers, civic groups and 
community service personnel. 
Ability to comprehend and interpret rules and regulotions. 
Ability to communicate effectively orally and in wri ting. 
Ability to prepare reports and maintain records. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduation from h igh sch ool or G.E.D. equivalent 
a nd four (4) years of full-time employment , in an organized 
public service progra m, which involved pub li c contact in the per-
formance of counse ling, interviewing, assessment , and/or re l ated 
duties; 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----
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u IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 
PAROLE AND PROBATION OFFICER I (Continued) 
OR 
one (1) year of full-ti me employment in an organized com-
munity corrections program involving c lient contact through 
casework, investigation or counseling may be s ubstituted for two 
{2) years of general public service work; 
OR 
thirty (30) semester hours or the academic equivalent of 
general. course work at an accredited college, junior college or 
university may be substituted for each year of t h e general public 
service work; 
OR 
thir-ty (30) semester hours or the academic equivalent of 
course work in behavioral sciences, including some course work 
in communications skills a·t an accredited college, junior co l lege 
or university may be substituted for each two (2 ) years of t h e 
general public service work; 
OR 
any combination of ·the above. 
FOR PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES ONLY 
Eighteen (18) months as a Community Corrections Aide, or 
one (1) year as a Halfway House Worker with the Iowa Department 
of Social Services, Bureau of Adult Corrections will be con-
sidered as qualifying. 
NECESSARY SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Must be in good health , willing to travel extensive ly a nd 
possess a valid Iowa Driver's license . 
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PERSONNEL ANALYST I 
DEFINITION 
Under immediate to general superv~s~on, learns, by reading, 
observation and actual practice, to perform a variety of begin-
ning level public personnel duties of limited scope and sub-
. stantive complexity in conjunction with the selection,recruitment 
classification, compensation and related technical service pro-
grams of the Merit Employment Department; performs related work 
as requi:~red. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Learns departmental rules, pol1c1es and procedures by 
reading and discussions with other staff members in order to 
explain, clarify and resolve questions relating to them as 
directed from employees, personnel representatives and the 
public. . 
Learns the theories and techniques utilized in job 
analysi$ by reading and observing experienced anillysts in 
order to· become famiiiar with its practical application as 
it relates to public personnel administration. 
Learns to evaluate applications·· for selected clas.ses 
for qualification purposes; evaluates the qualitative and 
quantitative experience of specific applicants and assigns 
numerical values to the ratings in accordance with prescribed 
methods and guidelines which have been established for evalua-
tion and qualification purposes. · 
Learns to monitor examinations by reading instruction 
manuals and observing experienced staff members administer 
examinations. · 
Attends meetings within and outside the department to 
develop an awareness and understanding of the role of the 
analyst relative to areas of responsibility and the programs 
administered by the department. 
Develops a nd maintai ns effective working reiationships 
with agency operating personnel; contacts agency personnel by 
phone, l etter and personal visits to .explain, clarify and 
obtain information necessary to resolve problems in the areas 
of job classification, examination development, compensation, 
recruitment, and rules and regulations. 
Corresponds with applicants by phone, letter and in person 
to furnish job information, obtain employment information and 
resolve other areas of specific interest. 
Reviews and maintains master books, computer printouts, 
agency job description and organizational files, operational 
reports and records and related source data utilized in program 
documentation and project administration. 
7- 1- 69 REVISED; 7-1-74 CLASS CODE; oo772 
IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 
PERSONNEL ANALYST I (Continued) 
Reviews job descriptions, c l ass specifications, general and 
specific class standards and organizational charts to become 
familiar with job content, staffing patterns, work flow and 
organizational structure; audits positions at various work sites 
to ascertain the kind and level of duties being performed; veri-
fies findings with immediate supervisor: records and analyzes 
information collected; writes job summary reports to substantiate 
findings and recommendations. 
Reviews and tabulates salary survey information received in 
the department and computes means, medians, quartiles and related 
statistical criteria f or use by the staff in projecting salaries. 
Learns to revise o r develop class specifications and job 
standards in accordance with specified guidelines and accepted 
practices. 
Learns to apply through readings, observation and actual 
practice .selection device principles and theories as related 
to public personnel examination construction and development 
including : item analysis, reliability, content, concurrent 
and predictive validity; confers with employees, s upervisors 
and agency program personnel relative to developing, revising 
and validating selection devices. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES', AND SKILLS 
(The below listed KAS*s are either required at the time 
of entry, or to successfully perform the work. The written 
examination may include questions in any of the below listed 
areas to demonstrate the candidate's ability t o perform the 
assigned tasks. ) 
Some knowledge of the theories, principles and practices 
utilized in evaluating jobs for classification, compensation, 
selection and related personnel purposes. 
Some knowledge of the theories, principles and practices 
utilized in developing and measur ing written tests. 
Some knowledge of elementary applied statistics. 
Some knowledge of public personnel administration history, 
principles and objectives. 
Knowledge of the English language: grammar, sentence 
structure, spelling, and punctuation . 
· Ability to read and comprehend a broad spectrum of technical 
material relating to job analysis, salary administration, testing, 
departmental rules and regulations, legal opinions, statutes and 
related subject matter from written, visual and verbal sources 
to learn the role of the analyst and objectives of departmental 
program. 
Ability to apply what has been learned in analyzing posi-
tions and situations including colle9ting data, establishing 
facts, developing alternatives and recommending a rational 
solution. 
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PERSONNEL ANALYST I (Continued ) 
Ability to write technical reports documenting the analysis 
process . 
Ability to maintain self- control and composure under trying 
circumstances. 
Ability to learn to understand the significance and perspec-
tive of a specific project and its relationship to the total 
personnel system. 
Ability to express thoughts and ideas clearly and concisely, 
orally and in writing to co-workers, supervisors, administrators 
and departmental employees and officials. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
M.in1m·um. Four years of post h1gh school education and/or 
exper1ence which would provide a practical foundation for the 
applicatio;n of the knowledges, abilities and skills enumerated 
upon above. 
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PERSO~NEL ~FFitER I 
DEF!l'HTION 
Under immediate to general supervision, on a training or 
limited performance basis, performs beginning management level 
personnel work in one or more areas of an agency personnel 
program; performs related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Learns procedures for processing personnel transaction 
forms (appointments, promotions, terminations and status changes) 
consistent with departmental and ~erit system rules , policy and 
procedures . 
Develops familiarity with classification plan and techniques 
utilized to classify positions; reviews job descriptions and 
organizational charts for positions in the agency to obtain an 
understanding of the organizational and occuoational structure . 
Interviews job applicants and reviews their qualifications 
for employment; contacts previous employers regarding emoloymer:t 
history; corresponds or meets with applicants seeking job onool··-
t unities; informs individuals of agency personnel needs and 
provides leads to employment elsewhere; refers promising annli-· 
cants to program personnel for further investigation; informs 
applicants of Merit system examination and certification procedures . 
Compiles a variety of personnel reports relating to leave 
status, pay status, length of service, promotions , turnover and 
related personnel areas. 
Confers with agency management personnel on emoloymen t and 
related personnel needs. 
Conducts investigations and makes recommendations on 
employee grievances; counsels employees relative to qualifica-
tions and potential for promotional opportunities within 
organization . 
Attends seminars, workshops and meetings to keep abreas t 
of changes in the field. 
Acts for a superior during his absence or at his direction. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Some knowledge of current social and economic nroblems. 
Some knowledge of public personnel administration thenn· 
and practice including position classification, salary admini s -
tration, examination development, recruitment and staff 
development. 
Some knowledge of word meaning and usage . 
Ability to acquire an understanding of departmental 
organizational structure and distribution o f functions in state 
ooerating departments. 
Ability to conduct satisfactory and productive employment 
and personnel interviews. 
7/1/69 REVISED: 7/1/73 CLASS CODE : 00790 
IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 
PERSONNEL OFFICER I (Continued) 
Ability to maintain satisfactory working relationships with 
employees, supervisors, agency officials and the general nublic . 
Ability to learn the basic technical ohases and .processes 
of personnel management. 
Ability to present ideas effectively either orally or in 
writing. 
Ability to be physically able to perform all duties wi~hout 
limitation. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduation from a four (4) year accredited 
college or university; 
OR 
any combination of post high school education and technical 
public dr private personnel experience totalling four (4) years. 
FOR PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES ONLY 
One year of full-time paid satisfactory service as a 
P,ersonnel Technician will be considered as qualifying exnerience . 
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PERSONNEL TECHNICIAN 
DEFINITION · 
Under general supervision, performs technical or 
supervisory personnel assignments of a supportative 
specialized nature; performs related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES .OF WORK PERFORMED 
Interv1ews appl1cants seek1ng employment and 
evaluates their qualifications for employment; provides 
information regarding employment opportunities and does 
limited counseling; informs applicants of examination and 
certification procedures. 
Contacts and corresponds with representatives from 
business schools, high schools, trade schools, colleges 
and other manpower sources regarding employment opportunities 
for graduates; conducts concentrated studies to seek out 
and find applicants with hard to find skills for specialized 
positions. 
Evaluates education and experience for qualifying 
examination purposes; notifies applicants of reasons for 
disqualification. 
Conducts post placement interviews with employees 
to determine if satisfactory placement and job adjustment 
has been made. 
Audits and approves within established policy and 
procedure all personnel transactions relating to appointments , 
promotions, merit increases and related status changes; 
confers with and advises departmental officials of 
appropriate rules and regulations. 
Constructs examination profiles and interprets results . 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Considerable knowledge of personnel rules, regulations 
and procedures applicable to personnel transactions and 
functions. 
Knowledge of Merit System theory, practices and 
objectives . 
Knowledge of departmental programs and personne l 
requirements. 
Ability to establish and maintain effective working 
relationships wi t h the public, employees, and departmental 
officials. 
Ability to analyze problems and situations accurate l y 
and rapidly and make sound decisions and recommendations. 
Ability to compile, evaluate and prepare recor ds, 
reports and supporting documents for information purpose s . 
U AffirPTEDi 7- 1 -69 REVISED: 12-30-71 CLASS CODE: o 762 
u IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 
PERSONNEL TECHNICIAN (Continued) 
E:JUCATION I EXPERIENCE I AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduation from high school and four (4) 
years of responsible personnel experience, two (2 ) years of 
which included assignments at t h e level of a Personnel Aide; 
OR 
an equivalent combination of experience substituting 
one (1 ) year of full-time paid employment in work which 
involved contact with the public for each .Year of the 
education to a maximum substitution of four ( 4) years; 
OR 
substituting the successful completion of one (1) 
semester of undergraduate level coursework in an accredited 
college or university for each six (6) months of the 
required experience with a maximum substitution of one 
hundred twenty (120) semester hours. 
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PHARMACIST 
Under general administration, performs professional 
pharmaceutical work supervising and formulating, manufacturing, 
compounding, storing and dispensing prescribed medications; 
performs related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF' WORK PERFORMED 
Manufactures and compounds medications as requested by 
medical, dental or other qualified treatment staff. 
Advises medical and other hospital staff in matters re-
lating to drug activity and dosage. · 
Selects proper storage for drugs and chemicals with regard 
to humidity, permissible storage time, temperature ~1d light 
sensitivity. 
Maintains records for narcotics, depressants and stimulants 
in accordance with federal, state and local law. 
Reviews invoices and billings; initiates purchase orders. 
Supervises and inst.ructs pharmacy assistants. 
Confers with hospital or treatment staff , drug company re-
presentatives and .representatives of the Iowa Board of Pharmacy. 
Reviews patient records to observe and control inappropriate 
therapy and drug reactions. 
Attends meetings and writes reports as required. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES AND SKILLS 
Considerable knowledge of the procedures followed in com- · 
pounding, filling, labeling and distributing medical prescrip-
tions and in preparing pharmaceutical preparations for use in 
the pharmacy and in the various units of a hospital. 
Considerable knowledge of the various drugs, pharmaceuticals 
and other medical supplies and agents used in compounding and 
dispensing. 
Considerable knowledge of pharmaceutical arithmetic; of 
medical terms and the classification of drugs according to their 
action, use and dosage; of the use of weights, measures and 
other dispensing devices. 
Knowledge of hospital procedures as they relate to drug 
supply and use. 
Knowledge of the proper techniques o f drug administration , 
devices for administration and special precautions. 
Some knowledge of supervi s ory techniques and me thods , and 
of the maintenance of records and inventories. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE AND SPECIAL REQUI REMENTS 
Minimum. Graduation from an accredited college or uni-
versity with a degree in pharmacy and completion of a pharmacy 
internship. 
NECESSARY SPECIAL REQUIREMENT 
L1censure as a reg1stered pharmacist by the State of Iowa. 
7-1-69 REVISED: s-s-74 CLASS CODE: 0 222 6 
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PHARMACY INVESTIGATOR 
DEFINITION 
Under general supervision, surveys, inspects and investi-
gates pharmaceutical facilities and practices to insure com-
pliance with state drug abuse, narcotic, cosmetic and pharmacy 
practice laws; performs · related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Conducts controlled drug accountability surveys in 
hospital and private pharmacies, drug whole sale houses, 
nursing homes, drug repackaging firms, individual dental 
and medical practitioners' office s and clinics. 
Investigates suspected cases of drug counterfeiting. 
During the course of routine inspection of pharmacies, 
remains alert t.o violat ions of t he state pharmacy laws, 
violations of the Uniform Narcotic Act and the Iowa Drug 
and Cos metic Act . 
Confers with medica l and nursing home personnel , 
r.ospital admini strators, pharmacists and law enforcement 
personnel in regard to en forcement of the drug abuse and 
other state pharmacy l aws. 
Writes r eports and main tains records as required. 
Assists in t h e collection of controlled substances 
for destruction or redistribution from pharmacies where 
such substance have officially left their inventory, but 
remain in their possession. 
Consults with medical and dental practitioners 
regarding their pharmaceutical practices which do not 
conform with lega l or ethical procedures. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Considerable knowledge of investigative methods and 
techniques , of legal provisions concerning the collection 
and admission of evidence. 
Considerable knowledge of interviewing techniques. 
Considerable knowl edge of the various drugs, pha.rma-· 
ceuticals and other medical supplies and solutions used in 
compoundin g and dispensing d r ugs. 
Abili ty to a dap t investigat.i. ve methods and techn iquE~s 
to spe 8ific situations. 
Ability to observe a nd record fact s clearly and accurately . 
hlJility to e stab lish and maintain e ffective work relation -
ships with others. 
EDUCAT I ON, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduation from a college or unl'versity with a 
degree in pharmacy and completion of a pharmacy internship. 
NECESSARY SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Licensure as a registered pharmacist by t he State of Iowa. 
7- 1-69 REVISED: s-8-74 CLASS CODE: o223 o 
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PLANNING AIDE III 
Under general administrative supervision, performs 
technical and supervisory work in highway planning; 
performs related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Supervises and participates in the work of a small 
group of subordinates engaged in designing and laying 
out signs and varied traffic devices; assigns work to 
subordinates; resolves technical problems. 
Participates in a wide range of research projects; 
prepares reports of completed projects for publication; 
maintains records of research projects. 
Supervises the gathering of data to be used in deter-
mining the location of highway improvements; summarizes data 
and submits reports to a professional supervisor for eval~ation. 
Trains new and temporary employees; supervises a group 
of subordinates engaged in gathering, analyzing, and preparing 
secondary road traffic data; plans work assignments. 
Collects and organizes traffic data into various reports; 
writes an explanation of the procedures used in each survey; 
coordinates the printing of all charts, graphs , and related 
material. 
Supervises and participates in the work of a small grcup 
of employees engaged in estimating traffic volume and 
movement.; determines road user benefits for various alternate 
proposals . 
Assists in planning the annual work program; supervises 
and particpates in the compilation and preparation of traffic 
data including truck weight studies , origin and destination 
surveys, and primary road counts. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Knowledge of data gathering techniques used by the 
Highway Commission. 
Knowledge of Highway Commission policies and procedures 
in the area of specialization. 
Ability to ma intain accurate records and make ar itM1e t ic 
calculations. 
Ability to write technical reports . 
Ability to plan, assign and supervise the work of 
subordinates. 
Ability to interpret and make decisions in accordance 
with established-policies and procedures. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
- Minimum . Graduation from high school or the G.E.D. 
7-l-69 REVISED: 11 15 71 CLASS CODE: 
IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 
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PLANNING AIDE III (Continued) 
equivalent and three (3) years of progressively responsible 
Planning Aide or equivalent experience; 
OR 
an equivalent combination of education and experience 
substituting one (1) year of course work in an accredited 
college or university for each year of the required 
experience up to a maximum of three (3 ) years. · 
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PROPERTY APPRAISER l 
DEFINITION 
Under immediate to general superv1s1on, performs routine, 
non-complex property appraisals and assessements in an assigned 
area to obtain valuations for property tax; performs related 
work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Inspects less complex and small commercial, industrial, 
residential, and agricultural property for construction, condi-
tion and functional design to arrive at current construction 
costs and values for these properties. 
Considers location, building costs, population trends, soil 
characteristics, or other impending changes by conducting 
studies and compiling data on these factors for use in determin·· 
ing market values of property. 
Assists in appraisals of the more complex and larger 
commercial and industrial properties by collecting and compiling 
specific information to be used by higher level appraisers in 
determining valuations of these properties. 
Prepares and submits reports to superiors by compiling 
collected data to corroborate estimated values. 
KNOWLEDGES ABILITIES, AND SKILLS . 
Some knowledge of current socio-economic conditions and 
trends affecting property taxation; of business English, commu-
nications, mathematics, and law; of basic public relation 
principles. . 
Ability to learn an~ apply standard property appraisal 
principles, practices, and techniques; to learn and apply state 
laws and regulations pertaining to the assessment and taxation 
of various properties; to use tact, courtesy and initiative in 
establ i shing and maintaining the cooperation of local officials ; 
to exe r cise mature judgement in analyzing situations~ to express 
ideas clearly and concisely in written and oral form for recom-
mending an effective course of action; to understand and be able 
to use a real estate appraisal manual. 
Applicants must be available for travel in an assigned area 
of the state and possess or be able to obtain an Iowa driver's 
license . 
EDUCATION , EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Mi ni mum. Graduation from an accredi ted four (4) year 
colle ge or university with a minimum of twelve (12) semester 
hours in real estate, business or public administration, 
economics, engineering, or related curriculums; 
OR 
~OPTED: 1 2/11/72 REVISED; CLASS CODE: oo36 7 
IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 
PROPERTY APPRAISER I (Continued) Class Code 00367 
high school graduation or G.E.D. and four (4} years• full 
time paid employment in property appraisal, property assessment, 
or property sales negotiations~ 
OR 
high. school graduation or G.E.D. and any combination of 
post high school education at a recognized business or area 
school, junior college, college, or university and qualifying 
experience which totals four (4) years. 
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PSYCHOLOGY ASSISTANT 
DEFINITION 
Under immediate supervision, oerforms osychological testinq 
and limited situational counse l inq work in supoort of a 
psycholo~fcal services program in a state mental health, children's 
services, correctional , ~r me~tal retardation proqram~ oerforms 
related work as required. . · 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Maintains records of test results, observational results, 
and other pertinent resident information. 
Administers standard qroup or individual tests to residents 
in any of the state institutional orograms~ scores and reports 
results in writing to the s upervisor. 
Provides limited situational counseling services to residents 
under close professional suoervision. 
Conducts preliminary research for s~ecial o rojects under 
the direct ion o f a professional supervisor. 
Attends staff, and in-service training meetinqs as reauired . 
Conducts and reports in writing the results of osvcholoq ical 
observations of institutional residents ' behavior. 
Writes and reviews r e ports as required . 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIEf:, AND SKILLS 
Some knowledge of the practice of administering and scorina 
various standardized psychometri c tests and measurements. 
Some knowledge of inte rviewing and information qatherina 
techniques. 
Some knowledge of experimental research methods. 
Some knowledge and awareness of the function and ohilosooh'l 
of the employing agency. 
Ability t o l earn and maintain paraprofessional standards 
as set forth by a particular department of osvcholoqy, and the 
field in general. 
Ability to d eal tactfully , courteously, and effectivelv 
with institutional residents, inmates, or natients. 
Ability to e xpress ideas effectively orally, and in wri t ino . 
Ability to es tablish and maintain effective working 
relationships with o thers. · 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
- Minimum. Graduation from an accredited four (4) vear 
college or university with ma jor course work in psvcholoqy, 
special educa tion, guidance and counseling , or human 
development and behavior. 
7-1-69 REVISED: 7-1-72 CLASS CODE : o 3 2 4 2 
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PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE I 
DEFINITION 
Under general supervision, provides nursing skills to patients 
requiring professional .nursing service in a local public health 
department; performs related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Provides skilled nursing skill,care and prescribed treatment to . 
patients in their homes; initiates nursing measures to prevent complications 
and minimize disabilities. · 
Assists individuals and families in carrying out recommendations 
made by the physician. 
Identifies physical and emotional illness and disability of patients 
through observation and analysis of records; assists in the development 
of nursing care plans. 
Interprets and explains plans to sub-professional nursing staff and 
supervises their activities as necessary . 
Participates in the planning and operation of public health clinics, 
child health conferences, and school health programs. 
Assists the physicians and dentist with diagnostic procedures and 
treatment regimen . 
Aids in the prevention and control of communicable disease by 
investigating source of disease, instructing in preventive measures, and 
participating in immunization programs. · 
Participates in group instruction in prevention of disease and 
maintentance of health. 
Participates in surveys, studies and special projects as assis ned. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Knowledg e of the principles and practices of public health nursing . 
and public health education and administration. 
Knowledge of patient care. 
Knowledge o f medications and their uses. 
Some knowledge of the cu~rent economic and social problems i n the 
state. 
Ability to supervise the work of nonprofessional subordinates. · 
Ability to establish and maintain satisf actory working relation~h i ps 
with physicians, supervisors, and other employees. 
Ability to deal with patients sympathetically and tactfully while 
at the same time carrying out the treatment prescribed. 
Ability to maintain and interpret health records. 
7-1-69 8-26-70 
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PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE I (Continued) 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Min1mum. Graduat1on from an approved school of nursing. 
NECESSARY SPECIAL QUALIFICATIONS 
Licensure as a reg1stered nurse in the State of Iowa, 
or possession of a valid work permit as issued by the Iowa 
Board of Nursing. 
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PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE II 
DEFINITION 
Under general administrative supervision, identifies present and 
potential health needs and resources of individuals, families, and the 
community, and plans for and provides public health nursing services 
where the need arises within a prescribed district; performs related 
wor k as required . 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Participates in commun~ty health planning with comprehensive health 
planning, community action, and other health. groups. 
Provides skilled nursing care to patients who require professional 
nursing service in their homes, and teaches and supervises members of 
the family and other members of the health team; develops nursing care 
plans under direction of the physician. 
Supervises registered professional and practical nurses in preventive 
and therapeutic treatment, under medical or dental direction; makes 
provision for obtaining laboratory specimens and diagnostic tests when 
indicated. 
Gives direct nursing services in such settings as schools , public 
health clinics, and industries; _ gives consultation to school and industrial 
nurses. 
Aides in effecting changes in the environment for the elimination or 
modi fication of health hazards . 
Participates in recruiting, training, and supervising volunteer 
workers . · · 
Participates in teachi~g selected groups, such as expectant parents 
and diabetics. 
Participates in health education programs through radio, television, 
group meetings, newspaper articles, and exhibits. 
Maintains necessary records and reports. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Cons~derable knowledge of the principles and practices of publi c 
health nursing and public health education and administration. 
Considerable knowledge of patient care. 
Considerable knowledge of medications and their uses. 
Knowledge of the current socio-economic problem in the state. 
Ability to supervise the work of professional and nonprofessional 
subordinates s uch as Public Health Nurse I's and Nurses Aides. 
Ability to establish and maintain satisfactory working relationships 
with physicians, supervisors, and other employees. 
Ability to deal with patients s ympathetically and tactfully while 
at the same time carrying out needed treatment. 
Ability to maintain and interpret health records. 
Ability to express ideas effectively, orally, and in writing. 
AJO'r:IED: 7-1-69 REVISED; 8- 26-70 CLASS CODE; 2o s6 
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PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE II (Continued) 
I 
EDUCATI ON , EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
· M~n~mum. Graduat~on from college w~th a Bachelor's d~gree in 
nursing; 
.· q 
n 
OR 
graduation from an approved school of nursing, supplemented by n 
fifteen (15 ) semester hours i n the field bf public health nursing, and 
two ( 2 ) year!;! qf experience in public health nursi~g. B 
NECESSARY SPECIAL QUALIFICATIONS 
L~censure as a reg~stered nurse in the State of Iowa~ 
or possession of· a va1id work permit as issued by th~ Iowa 
Board of Nursing. 
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PUBLIC HEALTH REPRESENTATIVE 
DEFINITION 
Under general superv~s~on performs health education and 
investigation work in the control of communicable and other 
diseases; performs related work as required • 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Assists in conducting a statewide immunization program; 
plans, promotes, and organizes local programs, including ar-
ranging for locations, equipment and advance publicity. Performs 
follow- up on immunization programs by contacting parents and 
others to encourage participation. 
Prepares and distributes informative materials pertaining 
to communicable disease control programs, including talks to 
school and civic groups. 
Makes epidemiological investigations when report of a 
communicable disease is received. Interviews persons with com-
municable diseases , traces their contacts and assures that such 
are examined by physicians and all receive ·any treatment neces-
sary . 
Inspects dwellings and work places for such conditions 
condusive to spread of communicable and other diseases as insect 
or rodent vectors, inadequate ventilation, lack of necessary 
sterilization or cleaning facilities, overcrowded sleeping 
quarters, and inadequate cooking or food storage facilities; 
interviews residents or workers in regard such items as refuse 
disposal procedures, supplies of heat and other environmental 
or procedural factors involved in transmission of disease. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Knowledge of the cause and spread of communicable diseases. 
Knowledge of the methods of case findings and control 
of communicable diseases. 
Knowledge of interviewing, investigation and education 
techniques. 
Some knowledge of pertinent public health laws and rules. 
Ability to clearly and concisely write case reports and 
spe ak before groups . 
Ability to effe ctively conduct interviews and investigations 
with t act . 
Ability to stimulate community interest and participation 
in communicable disease controll. 
Ability to convince diseased persons of the need for treat-
ment and suspects of the need for diagnosis. 
7 - 1 - 69 REVISED: 8-10-72 CLASS CODE: 024 2 
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PUBLIC HEALTH REPRESENTATIVE (Continued) 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduation from high school or GED and f our (4) 
years of successful full-time paid employment performing or co-
ordinating public contact work such as: training, recruitment, 
interviewing, investigation, fund raising, counseling, promo-
tion, selling, nursing care, and/or other related public contact 
work; 
OR 
a combination of education and experience sub-
stituting one (1) year of .successful accredited college or 
university course work for one (1) year of the required minimum 
experience . 
NOTE: At the written request of the Appointing Authority and 
with Merit Employment Department approval, specialized training 
and/or experience (i . e., Spanish linguistic skills for migrant 
labor camp inspectors) may be required in designated positions. 
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PUB LIC HEALTH SAN ITARIAN I 
DEFINITION 
Under immediate to genera l s upervision, perfo r ms t e chnical 
field and office work at the l i mited performan ce leve l in 
assigned phases of a n e n v i ronmenta l heal t h or s anitation 
program; performs rela~ed work as required . 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Observes sanitary conditions in places assigned b y super-
visory personnel and reports on f i ndings includi ng defi c ienci es 
established by laws, rules, regulations, or polic i es. 
· Collects samples of water, wastes , or other materi al that: 
may be needed to determine whether the public health i s 
actually or potentially endangered . · 
Collects, compiles, and interprets data as necessary t o 
reach decisions whether laws or regulations are violated. 
Confers with supervisory personnel for advice +egarding 
questionable interpretations of data. 
Confers with local officials a nd i n dividuals o f t h e publ;_c 
concerned by personal visits or correspondence. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Considerable knowle dge of public health sanitation and 
general sanitation practices. 
Some knowledge of hydraulics and operation of water and 
waste water treatment facilities . 
Some knowledge of solid waste disposal meth ods . 
Ability to establish and maintain effective working 
relationships with public officials, businessmen , a nd the general 
public. 
Ability to express opinions and present informati on 
c learly and effectively, both orally a nd in writing. 
Ability to organize and perform work efficiently and 
effectively . 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE , AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
M1nimum. Graduation from an accredited four (4) year 
college w1th maj or coursework in e nvironmental sanitation , 
chemistry, or the natural sciences; 
OR 
a n eq u i valent combination of experience f or education 
substituting one (1) year of successful full-time paid 
employment in work directly related to e nvironme ntal sanitation 
7-1-69 REVISED: 9- 21- 70 CLASS CODE: 
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PUBLIC HEALTH SANITARIAN I (Continued) 
such as housing, restaurants, and related technical inspection 
work for adherence to appropriate laws, rules, and ordinances, 
opi~rating water and waste water treatment plant equipment in a 
pill>lic or privately owned utility system, or related environmental 
control or enforcement work for each year of the required 
education; 
OR 
successful completion of an environmental sanitation 
course in a college with programs approved by the Department 
of Health may be substituted for one ( 1) year of the required 
experience. 
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PURCHASING AGENT I 
Under immediate to general supervision, purchases a vari-
ety of standardized, expendable items from suppliers through 
informal contacts with sales representatives or vendors; per-
forms related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Orders by phone or writt~n contract such items as paper 
goods, foods, paints, parts, office supplies, and other stan-
dardized, expendable items in order to ensure that an ade-
quate inventory is maintained. 
Solicits bids or quotations from suppliers on expendable 
items, tabulates bids and compares bid prices in order to 
secure the most advantageous prices; submits tabulations and 
recommendations to supervisor for approval. 
Contacts requisitioning personnel within the agency to 
clarify information concerning items to be purchased, to obtain 
approval of substitute items or changes in delivery dates, and 
to ensure that the price quoted by suppliers is satisfactory 
and reasonable, and that funds are available. 
Maintains personal contacts with visiting sales repre-
sentatives and telephone contacts with sales offices of sup-
pliers; meets with vendors and sales representatives to dis-
cuss current or new products, availability of products, and 
prices and delivery information. 
Prepares purchase orders for non-stocked items and con-
tracted items when there is a need for such items; works 
with central supply staff in order to establish lead time 
ordering schedules for items stocked and to check and approve 
completed purchase documents for payment. 
Checks to assure that items ordered are delivered by a 
specified date in order to meet the needs of the agency; 
corresponds with vendors and manufacturers to resolve any 
problem in shipping or delivery of items. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES AND SKILLS 
Knowledge of purchasing methods and procedures; of sales 
terms and discounts available to purchasers. 
Knowledge of terminology related to the procurement, s hip-
ment and delivery of items . 
Some knowledge of product descriptions for standardized, 
expendable items; of inventory control methods and of bid pro-
cedures. 
Some ~nowledge of the economic factors of supply and 
demand as pertains to the availability of items, the avail-
1- 70 REVISED: 10- 6-72 CLASS CODE : 00 21 0 
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PURCHASING AGENT I (Continued} 
ability of sources of supply, and the pr1c1ng of items . 
Ability to acquire further knowledge of purchasing methods, 
bid procedures and inventory control methods. 
Ability to analyze needs and to influence the purchasing 
policies of the agency . 
Ability to communicate effectively orally and in writing 
with vendors, sales representatives, and office requisitioning 
oersonn.el. 
· Ability to deal skillfully and tactfully with suppliers 
to ensure adequate and timely response to agency purchasing 
needs and to ensure acceptable prices. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduation from high school, or G.E.D., and 
f our (4) years of full time paid purchasing experience in-
volving the procurement of standardized, expendable items such 
as supplies or foods through contacts with sales representa-
tives or vendors ; 
OR 
graduation from an accredited four (4} year col-
lege or universityi 
OR 
any equiva lent combination of post high school 
education at a recognized business or area school, junior col-
lege , college or university and qualifying experience totaling 
four (4} years. 
FOR PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES ONLY 
Two (2) years .. Of full t1me paid employment in purchasing 
work involving the technical procurement of standardized items 
in a classified position with a state agency, will be con-
sidered as qualifying. 
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RAILROAD SAFETY INVESTIGATOR 
DEFINITI ON 
Under ge ner al s upezvision, performs technica l i ns pection 
work in one or mor e specialj ~ed rail r o ad saf e t y areas such as 
signal crossing devi ces, g r a de crossings, t racks , rolling 
stock, bridges and r e late d rai l r oad appur tenance s for conform-
ance to federal and s t at e safet.y inspe ction s t anda rds; pe rforms 
related work as required . 
ILLUST~TIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Inspects automatJ.c, senu - automat . .l.c , e lectrical a nd 
mechanical train actuated block s i g·na J.s , gate s and s igna l 
devices :for proper clearances, a lignment , and working condi -
tions; uses meters and t e sting devi ces to determine malf unc-
tions of the circuitry, signals, in-terlocking, and contr ols 
of electrical and mechanical safety devices. Det e r mines 
compliance with minimum statutory and code require ments f or 
installation, maintenance and repair of sig·n a l devices, inter"· 
locking plants, traffic gate s and grade crossings . 
Inspects railroad track and roa dbed for s ·•.lrface wear, 
alignment, curvature , elevation, drainage, s t-.abili ty, and 
related conditions; inspects swit~hes , ties a nd rails for we ar 
and condition and adherence t o s afet y s tandards" 
Inspects locomotive and rolling. stock compone nts such as 
wheels, bearings, brakes, air reservoirs, coupl i ng and drawbar 
device s for mechanical condition and adhe rence to safety 
standards. 
Inspects various rai lroa d bridge compone nt.s t h :l:"ough the 
use of mechanical and ele ctr onic t es·t:i.ng devi ces such as 
increment borers, pachometers, transits ·to de t e rmi ne conditions 
and/or defi ciencies . 
Prepares comprehensive reports of field investigations 
including violations and remedial acti on taken; consults with 
Chief Inspector on unusual problems. 
KNOWLEDGES , ABILI TIES , AND SKILLS 
Considerable knowledge of one or more s pe~..-:i alized 
technical railroad ope rations such as t r ack s tructur es an d 
r oadbe d construction ; r ai lroad mechanical and electd.c a l s i gnal 
devices ; l ocomot.i ve and rolling stock me c hani. caJ. c omponents ; or· 
bridge constr uct ion, engineer ing and ma i nt enan ce. 
Considerable knowledge of f e dera l and s tate J:equir e me nts 
a n d standard s r elating t o s pe cifi c railroa d s a f ety are as. 
Abi lit y t .o secure c ompl i anc e from r ai J. r oa.d offi ci a l s of · 
rules, standar ds, proce dure s and departmenta l regula t i ons 
Ability to analyze s ituat ions a ccura·te l y and e xercise 
independe nt judgment ·to :r:·ecomme nd effec ·tive and p r oper course 
of act i on . · 
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RAILROAD SAFETY INVESTIGATOR (Continued) 
Ability to develop , establish and maintain effective 
working relationships with co-workers, the general public and 
private officials. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduation from high school or G.E.D. equivalent 
and five (5) years of progressively responsible full time paid 
railroad experience, two (2) years of which involved advanced 
technical or supervisory level experience in .one of the follow-
ing areas: railroad track and roadbed inspection, construction, 
and maintenance~ railr.oad signal device inspection, installation 
and maintenance: railroad locomotive and mechanical rolling 
stock inspection, repair and maintenance; or bridge inspection, 
construction, maintenance~ (selective certification.may be 
requ~sted by the Commerce Commission in any of the aforemen-
tioned specialized areas): · 
OR 
an equivalent combination of education and experience 
substituting, on .a year-for-year basis, railroad experience for 
each year of the required high school education. 
OR 
graduation from an accredited four (4) year college or 
university with major course work in civil , electrical, 
mechanical, industrial or related engineering discipline in 
lieu of the minimum requirements. 
NECESSARY SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Must be 1n good health, willing to travel extensive ly, 
and possess or obtain a valid Iowa driver's license. 
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RAILROAD SERVICES SPECIALIST 
DEF I NITION 
Under immediat e to general supervision, assists the 
Director of the Railroad Transportation Division by main-
taining responsibility for certain administrative services 
of the Division~ performs related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Conducts studies and research relative to rail trans-
portation in the state by obtaining and compiling information 
on railroad conditions, problems, and services; p repares 
reports from information for agency superior(s) and l egi s-
lators as a reference in the evaluation of current railroad 
conditions, needs for services and facilities, existing 
routes; operating costs, etc. 
Coordinates hearings on changes in ra ilroad services, 
facilities, and safety equipment installat ions by con tacting 
concerned parties to ensure that all are provided opportuni ty 
to present objections and responses at a specified time ; 
attends h earings as requir ed. 
Confers and corresponds with ra ilroad officials, attorneys, 
leg islators, state agency personne l, and the public to 
e xplain rules and regulations applicable to r a il transporta-
tion, respond to or advise complainants regarding railroad 
conditions, faci lities , a nd services , and provide general 
information on the status of railroad faciliti es and activi ties 
of the Railroad Tra nsportation Division. 
Maintains responsibility for t h e collection and compila-
tion of information relative t o railroad - related accidents 
for e ve ntual a na lys i s in determining ma j or causes , effects , 
and preventive measures . 
Assists t h e Director of the Railroa d Transportation 
Divi sion in the resoluti o n o f admini strative or operati o nal 
prob l ems by gathering and evaluating f acts and making recom-
mendations as required . 
KNOWLEDGES , ABI LITIES, AN D SKILLS 
Knowledge of methods o f obtaining, compiling , organiz ing , 
and pre senting informa tion. 
Some knowle d ge of general admini s t rative practices . 
Abil ity to acquire a knowle dge of the f unct i o n and 
activities of the Railroa d Transportation Division . 
Ability to acquire a knowledge of s tate rul es and 
regulations applicab l e to rail transportation and Divisio n 
operations. 
Ability t o u t ilize tact and diplomacy in c ontacts with 
railroad officials , attorneys , a nd c omplainants t o obtain or 
provide infor mat ion a nd a nswer q uestions . 
5/1 9/75 REVISED: CLASS CODE; 
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RAILROAD SERVICES SPECIALIST (Continued) 
Ability to communicate, orally and in writing, with 
railroad officials, attorneys, legislators, state agencies' 
personnel, and the public. 
Ability to assume and maintain responsibility for 
delegated aspects of the administration of the Division, as 
required. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Four (4) years of accredited college or 
university course work; 
OR 
substitution of administrative experience - which 
involved obtaining, compiling, organizing, and presenting 
information - for the required education on a year- for-year 
basis (1 year experience = 30 semester or equivalent hours 
of course work). 
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REMOTE SENSING ANALYST I 
DEFINITION 
Under general supervision, performs routine professional 
and technical work in evaluating resources, land usage, and/or 
environmental phenomena utilizing remotely sensed data and/or 
imagery: performs related work as required. 
. . 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Assists in planping remote sensing projects by plotting 
flight lines, determining intervalometer settings, film require-
ments, and filter requirements for aerial photographic missions. 
Interprets multispectral, thermal, photographic, and/or 
radar imagery. 
Operates and maintains a variety of remote sensing equip-
ment including: color additive viewer, multispectral camera, 
analog signal processor, digital image processor, and density 
transmittance control unit. 
Operates and maintains a photographic laboratory for 
processing remotely sensed imagery. 
Curates remotely sensed imagery. 
Gathers ground data during overflights. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Knowledge of the pr1nc1ples, procedures, and techniques 
involved in acquiring, curating, and interpreting remotely 
sensed data. 
Knowledge of photographic laboratory techniques necessary 
to process remotely sensed imagery. 
Knowledge of current trends and developments in the field 
of remote sensing . 
Some knowledge of geological and related sciences as 
applied to the field of remote sensing. 
Ability to communicate effectively orally and in writing. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPEICAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum: Graduation from high school or G.E.D. equivalent 
and four (4) years of full-time experience in geology , physical 
geography, or closly related fie ld at least four (4) months of 
which involved responsibility in the area of remote sensing; 
OR 
a Bachelors degree, including at least six (6) semester 
hours or the academic equivalent of course work in remote sen-
sing, photogrammetry, or photointerpretation, from an accredited 
college or university in geology, physical geography, or closely 
related area; 
l~--------------------------------------
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REMOTE SENSING ANALYST I (Continued) 
OR 
any combination of the above with thirty (30 ) semester 
hours, or the academic equivalent, in geology, physical geogra-
phy, or closely related area being equal to one (1) year of the 
general experience: 
OR 
any combination of the above with three (3) semester hours , 
or the academic equivalent, of course work in remote sensing, 
photogrammetry, or photointerpretation being equal to two (2) 
months of the specific experience. 
NECESSARY SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Must have normal color perception and stereoscopic vision. 
FOR PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES ONLY 
Eighteen (18) months full-time employment with the Iowa 
Geological Survey as a Remote Sensing Trainee will be considered 
as qualifying. 
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RETIREME~T BENEFITS SPECIALIST I 
DEFINITION 
Under immediate supervision on a training basis, examines, 
evaluates, and determines retirement eligibility and benefits 
under appropriate employment security laws and regulations; 
performs related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Learns to determine the actual lifetime monthly benefit 
payab_le to a retired member of IPERS: involving exanination 
of all correspondence leadi ng to the application for benefits; 
determining through mathematical calculations and rate tables 
and options elected actual taxable earnings and IPERS benefits 
eligible for. 
Learns to prepare for data processing, official pay order 
cards, designating the monthly benefit and possible accumulated 
benefits payable to date. 
Learns to and makes estimates of IPERS benefits payable to 
persons currently retiring from IPERS covered employment a nd 
for those planning a retirement program. Involves a review of 
the individual's work record as to age, sex , length of service, 
total taxable earnings, total investment, interest and i nterest 
dividends accrued, years of service before 1953 and best annual 
wage before July 4, 1953 if the individual has prior service 
credit, and possible termination date. 
Observes and conducts personal interviews with and answers 
calls ft:·om claimants in order to : explain possible benefits 
payable under each of the different options offered; refur.d 
possibilities for th~ wage-earner, and refund or monthly benefits 
offered for the retiring person's beneficiary or contingen t 
annuitant; answer questions regarding the earnings limitations 
after retirement; taxability of the IPERS benefit, when warrant ~ 
are issued; explain current and proposed amendments t:o thE· IPER!~ 
law; prepare applications for monthly benefits and record t he 
designation of beneficiary, age proofs, and p r i or s e rvi c e proofs, 
if applicab l e. 
Learns to adjust benefits due to: carninqs that were :wt 
reported at the time of original dete rminatioh' o f t he monthly 
benefits; a corrected report of earnings for a r cti rc~d membt~ r 
received from the ~mployer; additional prior servi c e proofs; 
a corrected date of termination of employment r eported by the 
employer; or a corrected age proof submi tted by the r etired 
member. 
Learns to compute a re'tiring member's actual investmen ·t i r· 
IPERS, exclusive of interest, and then to dete rmine t:he m;~mbe r 
of months that will be required for r ecovery of thi s investment ... 
on the basis of his original award. 
I 
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RETIREMENT BENEFITS SPECIALIST I (Continued) 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Knowledge of soc1al and economics problems affecting 
persons of retirement age. 
Some knowledge of the social, economic, and labor conditions 
affecting ' retirement programs. 
Some knowledge of the general principles of economics and 
their relationship to public employee retirement systems and the 
federal s ocial security program. 
Some knowledge o f interviewing techniques, practices, and 
principles. 
Ability to learn retirement benefits, office procedures, 
and the use of technical interviewing tools within a brie f 
training period. 
Ability to learn and apply applicable state retirement laws 
and to become familiar with federal social security p rovisions 
and state-federal agreements. 
Ability to deal tactfully, courteously, and effectively 
with employees, employers, and the public . 
Ability to record and evaluate a variety of information 
and prepare reports . 
Ability to communicate effectively, orally and :Ln writing . 
Ability to apply effectively, general mathematical knowledge. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduat1on from high school or G. E.D. and four 
(4) years of work experience in job interviewinq , re f erral 
and/or placement, credit in-i1estigation, collection work or re-
lated public contact work obtaining, analyzing , and/or evaluating 
data; 
OR 
an equivalent combination of experience and education sub-
stituting thirty ( 30) semester hours or it.s equivalent o f un de r -
gradua t e coursework at an accre dite d college or university for 
one ( 1) year of ·the required experience to a maximum subs~i tution 
of four (4) years. 
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REVENUE AUDITOR I 
DEFINITION 
Under s upervi s ion, audits business and individual records t o 
establish tax liability; Performs related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Performs 1nvest1gat1ons and a u d1ts t h e financial and related 
operating records of various types of business firms and individ-
uals who are liable for state taxes. · 
Audits the books and records of gasoline and special fuel 
distributors, special fuel dealers and special fuel users to as-
sure compliance with motor fuel laws, rules, and regulations. 
Performs office a udit s of returns and related documents filed 
by domestic corporations. 
Confers with taxpayers to clarify any questionable or incom-
plete tax returns filed by them. 
Reviews taxpayers' protests against assessments with super-
iors. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Knowledge of accepted accounting and auditing principles a n d 
practices. 
Knowledge of Iov7a tax laws , rules, and regulations. 
Ability to apply accounting and auditing techniques. 
Ability to prepare clear, complete a nd concise reports. 
Ability to obtain the cooperation of taxpayers and use tact, 
courtesy and initiative in obtaining information. · 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS . 
Minimum. Graduation from an accredited four (4) year college 
or un1vers1ty with a minimum of twelve (12) semes t er hours 1n ac-
counting 
OR 
a n equivalent combination of education and experier1ce, su~st~­
tuting one (l) year full time paid e mployme n t in professiona l ~2-
couriting or auditing for each year of the required college educ~ ti~:. 
with the maximum substitution of four ( 4) years. 
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REVENUE EXAMINER I 
DEFINITION 
Under immediate supervision, performs entrance level examinations 
of tax returns for accuracy; performs related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Exa~ines tax returns and related documents and recommends assess-
ment of additional tax or refunds of tax overpayments. Selects and 
~ssigns tax files for investigations or audit. Corresponds with field 
staff to clarify questionable or incomplete items contained in tax 
returns . 
Assists taxpayers in preparing current and delinquent tax returns . 
Corresponds and confers with. taxpayers concerning requirements of 
specific laws, rules, and regulations. 
Determines bond requirements of sales and use taxpayers. 
Performs related work as required. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Some knowledge of accounting methods and procedures. 
Some knowledge of general business practices. 
Ability to understand and relate Iowa tax laws and their application. 
Ability to determine accuracy of tax returns. 
Ability to apply accounting rules and regulations. 
Ability to speak and write effectively. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduation from an accredited four (4) year college or 
university with major course work in business administration, public 
administration, industrial management or similar course work; 
OR 
an equivalent combination of education and experience, substituting 
one (1) year of professional accounting or auditing experience for each 
year of education with a maximum substitution of four (4) years. 
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RIGHT OF WAY AIDE III 
DEFINITION 
Under general to administrative supervision provides limited 
supervisory or specialized technical support in right of way 
activities; performs related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Supervises and part1cipates in review, correction and 
establishment of right of way design including EDP applications 
establishes final borrow area location, participates in field 
review, recommends correction or establishment of entrance 
locations, designs complex takings, and participates in 
coordination of right of way design with the Road Design 
Department, Soils Department, and the various District and 
Resident offices. 
Actively provides supervision in the review, correction, 
and drafting of condemned land descriptions~ notices, support 
documentation, and complex court exhibits. Participates in the 
coordination necessary to maintain scheduled condemnations and 
assists in the preparation of special condemnation procedures, 
notices, and processes. 
Maintains supervision over and participates in the review, 
correction, and drafting of land description and instruments, 
the drafting of special real estate closing instructions and 
either participates in coordination of real e state closing 
schedules or represents the Highway Commission at the real 
estate closing and certifies acquisition of r equired record 
land title. 
Participates in the resolution of non-routine problems 
associated with maintainihg the integrity of the d e partme n t al 
cost accounting system . Coordinates mainte nance of departmental 
payroll and supply and equipm~n·t inventory . Supervises and 
participates in the r e vie w and preparation o f all t ypes of right 
of way expenditure claims and required support documentation. 
Supervises and participates in reimbursement cost 
eligibility review, reconciles s·tatements, certifies cos t and 
income reports and participates in coordinating the orderly 
and timely billing of project costs necessary to maintain 
Highway Commission fiscal obligation schedules . 
Searches and prepares, or reviews, official certifica tes 
of r ecord title to d e t e rmine and record on right o f way 
design, plans the limits of land that must be descri bed to 
enable the Highway Commission to e xercise its power of Emi n e n t 
Domain in a manner consistent with the requirement of State Law. 
Ove rsees the review and correction of manual ly o r 
me chanically drafted plats, strip map s , and o t her graphic 
exhibits, and participates in coordinating t h e ir production 
in accord with departmental condemnati on and r oad closure , o r 
l and conveyance and permane nt record keep ing , or land sale 
requirements and performs spe cia l drafting a s s ignme nts . 
7/1/69 REVISED: 9/27/71 CLASS CODE:4lo7 
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RIGHT OF WAY AIDE III(Continued) n 
Participates in and supervises the coordinating of the B 
lease or disposal of inventoried land or improvements, and 
processes complex and special land or improvement leases or 
disposals; or supervises, coordinates and maintains operational n 
land valuation or land acquisition or land and improvements 
inventories and supporting documents as required by both State 
and Federal law and necessary to the appraisal, acquisition, B 
management or disposal of land and improvements. LJ 
Travels to project location, catalogs natu~e and extent of 
project land use, contacts knowledgeable persons to obtain 
estimates of general area land values, reviews historical A 
departmental appraisal and land acquisition cost information and 1=1 
estimates project and parcel costs of right of way acquisition. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Knowledge of the documents, policies and procedures in the 
assigned phase of right of way activities. 
Knowledge of the instruments of right of way conveyance. 
Ability to plan, assign, and direct the work of subordinates. 
Ability to write and analyze technical data. 
Ability to interpret engineering plans and sketches. 
Ability to establi s h and maintain effective working 
relationships with others. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. High school graduation or G.E.D. and three {3) 
years of right of way aide or equivalent Aide level experience; 
OR 
an equivalent combination of experience and education 
substituting one (1) year of course work in an accredited 
college or university for each year of experience up to a 
max imum of three (3 ) yea~s. 
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RIGHT OF WAY APPRAISER I 
DEFINITION 
Under immediate supervision in the capacity of a trainee, 
participates in the preparation of appraisal reports estimating 
the value of real estate and other real property for the purpose 
of acquiring highway right of way; performs related work as re-
quired. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Assists an experienced appraiser in developing appraisals 
of farm, commercial, industrial and residential properties which 
will be involved in a proposed new highway construction project. . 
Participates in the use of highway plans, parcel file data , 
aerial photos, soil maps, building cost indices, real estate 
deeds and contracts, etc., as basis for developing an opinion of 
market value. 
Assists in the inspection of real estate properties, both 
land and buildings, and the interviewing of property owners, real 
estate agents, bankers, mortgage loan officers, etc., for the 
purpose of gathering value information. 
Learns to analyze data that has been gathered and personally 
processes it into an indication of value by using appropriate 
appraisal techniques. 
Learns to write appraisal reports setting forth an opinio~ 
of proper market value for the real estate in question, the 
techniques used in arriving at that opinion and a written descrip-
tion of the property . 
Learns to keep abreast o f real estate trends; takes a sel t 
study course in reading plans and maps; a nd attends technical 
schools at state expense to learn the techniques of real estat~ 
appraisal. 
Travels extensively throughout the state on appraisal and 
related assignments . 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES AND SKILLS 
Ability to make and support a decision. 
Ability to learn the real estate profession and the stand:trd 
appraisal methods and te chniques used in developing a substant iated . 
opinion of value. 
Ability to express ideas and analysis effective ly both or3lly 
and in writing. 
Ability to interview property owners a nd local profession.;ll . 
people effectively. 
Abi lity to work with others and use tact and initiative i ::1 
performing work assignments. 
Ability to work successfully without direct supervision. 
7-1-6 9 REVISED: 8/12/74 CLASS CODE:0 4lls 
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EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Graduation from an accredited four (4) year college or 
university with major coursework in Real Estate, Business, 
Economics, Agriculture or Engineering; 
OR 
an equivalent combination of education and experience sub-
stituting one (1 ) year of full-time employment in real estate 
appraisal, real estate acquisition, real estate sales, real 
estate management or other related real estate activities for 
each year of the required education to a maximum of four (4) 
years; 
OR . 
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Estate Appraisers Course I or I - A, or the Society o f Real Estate 
Appraisers Course 101, or the American Society of Farm Managers 
and Rural Appraisers Course I or "Rural" may be substituted for Q 
one year of experience. 
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ROADSIDE DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST I 
DEFINITIGN 
Und~i immediate to general supervision, performs entry 
level professional work in the development and enhancement 
of the right- of- way and adjacent areas7 performs related 
work as required . 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
- Develops plans for landscape projects and safety rest 
areas. 
Makes pre- design field examinations to determine the 
requirements of the projects. 
Prepares sketches and plans for projects. . 
Provides technical assistance during construction of 
safety rest areas and landscaping projects . 
Provides techni cal assistance to maintenance personnel 
in the management of roadside vegetation. · 
Assists in the preparation of plans for primary rest 
areas and plantings sponsored by civic organizations. 
Assists in the planning and preparation of roadside 
development seminars. · . 
Assists in preliminary surveys, plan preparation and 
preparing estimates for erosion control projects. 
Inspects projects under consideration for erosion 
control constr uction . 
Assists in coordination of erosion control research 
with other. agencies . 
Reviews research papers pertaining to roadside develop-
ment. . 
Assists in inspection of the quality of erosion contro l 
material and assures conformance with standards of technical 
adequacy. · 
Assists in preparing replies f or requests from the 
general public for information pertaining to erosion 
control techniques. 
Participates in field trips to coordinate roadside 
development objectives and activities. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILI'riES..! AND SKILLS 
--Knowleage- orThe prlnc'Ipl'es- ·and techniques related to 
roadside development and landscape design. . . 
Knowledge of the environmental problems affecting the 
development of roadside areas. 
Ability to interpret and apply agency policy. 
Abi lity to plan wor k, analyze data, draw logical con- · 
elusions, and make sound decisions and recommendations. 
Ability to work effectively with others. 
Ability to express ide as orally and in writing. 
Ability to speak before public and private groups. 
Ability to ~dentify the various plant materials used 
.~--------~i~n~l~a~n~d~s~c~a~p~~~d~e~s~1~gn~·------------------------------------~------------·-----
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ROADSIDE DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST t (Continued) 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
-----Mirumum.- Graau~1on-rroma-10tir-year-co1.1:ege or 
universltywith major course work .in agronomy or landscape 
architecture. · 
NOTE : The Highway Commission may be granted selective 
certification for one or the other of the above major 
course work areas to fill positions in the Road Design 
Department. 
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SMALL LOAN EXAMINER I 
Under immediate to general supervision, performs beginning 
level field audits by examining records and financial statements 
o1: small loan, deht management, and money order companies oper-
ating in Iowa for compliance with statutory and banking Depart-
ment requirements; performs related \'lork as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Learns applicable .small loan laws and regulations through 
assigned readings in orde~ to apply these laws and regulations 
to actual situations. 
Conducts specific phases of the audit by applying specific 
auditing techniques under close review of a higher level exam-
iner in order to learn how to analyze accounts, verify accounting 
procedures and reconcile records such as: · 
Verifying footings, extensions and postings on work 
sheets and ledgers, posting entries to work sheets, 
totaling data and assisting in preparing supporting 
schedules and financial statements. 
Counting cash and reconciling accounts; operating 
adding machine and calculator, examining loan 
accounts, interest and other changes, terms of re-
payment, insurance and related documents to deter-
mine if in conformance with appropriate laws. 
Assisting in reconciling loan balances at the be-
ginning and end of year. 
Verifying that borrower has received copy of loan 
transaction and that refunds where appropriate 
have been made. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES AND SKILLS 
Some knowledge of the pr1nciples and practices of account-
ing and auditing; of the principles of business law. 
Ability to read, comprehend and apply appropriate state 
small loan laws and regulations; to analyze and interpre t small 
loan accounting and financial data; to express ideas e ff ec-
tively , orally and in writing; to operate adding machines a nd 
calculators; to establish and maintain effective working rela-
tionships with fellow trainees, superiors and representatives 
of small loan companies subject to examination; to type ; not 
requiring the touch system, where accuracy rather than speed is 
important . 
Availability for overnight travel in an assigned area of 
Iowa . 
10-69 REVISED: 10/24/72 CLASS CODE: 0 0 4 35 
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SMALL WAN EXAMINER .I (Continued) 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduation from an accredited f our (4 ) year 
college or university with a minimum of twelve (1 2 ) semester 
hours in accounting, money and banking, business administration , 
finance, or economics; 
OR 
Ml equivalent combination of education and experi-
ence substituting one (1) year of full time paid employment in 
preparing and maintaining or in auditing accounting and financial 
records or l:1s a loan officer for a bank, trust company, loan 
institution, credit union, governmental regulatory agency or 
accounting firm f or each one (1 ) year of the required college or 
university education; 
OR 
an equivalent combination of education and ex-
perience substituting, on a year for year basis, satisfactory 
completion of a post high school curriculum in accounting, money 
and banking, business administration, finance, or economics at a 
recognized business or area school, junior college, or college 
f or each year of experience. 
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SOCIAL WORKER I 
DEFINITION 
Under immediate supervision, as training and experience are 
gained, performs social work within sp~cific guidelines in a county , 
area office or institution; performs related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Applies casework principles to field case work situations , 
giving assistance to various clientele groups . 
Assumes a partial caseload of pre-selected cases as training 
and experience increase. 
Takes a position on an institutional interdisciplinary 
treatment team; observing, learning, and applying to some 
patients or families, limited institutional casework and group 
services. 
Performs outreach activities gathering and learning how to 
evaluate, information necessary to develop an assistance or 
treatment program. 
Fills out all necessary forms and papers, learning their 
purpose and function. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Some knowledge of human growth and behavior, counseling 
skills and techniques. 
Some knowledge of the basic environmental and cultural 
factors inherent in social work. 
Some knowledge of home-finding and placement methods and 
practices. 
Ability to deal effectively with clients , staff and 
related community organizations. . 
Ability to interpret and apply rules, regulations, policies, 
and procedures governing a social welfare program. 
Ability to prepare case records and progress reports. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduation from an accredited four (4) year 
college. 
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SOCIAL WORKER II 
DEFINITION 
Under direct to general supervision, performs professional 
social work within guidelines in a county, area office, institution, 
or the central office; performs related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Provides basic social work services in programs of Old Age 
Assistance, Aid to the Blind, Aid to Dependent Children, Aid to 
the Disabled, and related programs; carries a full caseload. 
Provides basic social work services and placement services 
for dependent, neglected and delinquent children who have been 
committed to institutions, in facilitating their re-integration 
into the community. 
Serves as a member of an institutional interdisciplinary 
treatment team; providing casework and group work services. 
Performs outreach activities gathering and evaluating 
information regarding clients or programs, developing an 
assistance or treatment program, and coordinating activities 
with relevant community agencies, as directed. 
Gives guidance to subordinate classes of employees as 
directed. 
Completes or directs the preparation of necessary records 
and reports. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Knowledge of the basic environmental and cultural factors 
inherent in social work . 
Knowledge of the principles of human growth and behavi or, 
interviewing skills and techniques , and community resources. 
Knowledge of home-finding and placement methods and practi-:::e s . 
Some knowledge of the current literature and trends in social 
casework . 
Ability to interpret and apply rules, regulations, policie.:; , 
and procedures governing a social welfare program. 
Ability to deal effectively with clients , staff, and 
related community organizations. 
Ability to communicate effectively, orally, and in writ i ng-. 
Ability to prepare case records and progress reports. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum . Graduation from an accredited four (4) year 
college and one (1) year of full-time paid employment in a social 
work capacity in a public or private agency; 
OR 
a Bachelor's degree in social work from an accredited college: 
7/l/69 REVISED: 3/1/72 CLASS CODE: o3c . 3 
IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 
SOCIAL WORKER II (Continued) 
OR 
an equivalent combination of graduate education and 
qualifying experience up to a maximum of thirty (30) semester 
hours for one (1) year of ·the required experience. 
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STATISTICAL ASSISTANT I 
DEFINITION 
Under immediate to general superv1s1on, performs a variety 
of statistical procedures and techniques related to the 
application of numerical data; performs related duties as 
required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Collects and comp1les data to be used in additional 
statistical workups. 
Extracts and compiles statistics from varying source material 
such as survey forms, questionnaires, and operating records. 
Assists in the preparation of questionnaires, tabulation 
forms, tables, charts, graphs, and related materials. 
Assists in the preparation of simple statistical records 
and reports. 
Reviews gathered data for accurateness, conformity to known 
trends or standards and assists in evaluating such variations. 
Assists in the application of predetermined mathematical 
techniques to original data resulting in an alteration o f the 
original information. 
Operates calculator and adding machine as necessary. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Some knowledge of statistical principles, methods, and 
procedures. 
Some knowledge of the sources and types of statistical dat~. 
Ability to write reports and summarize statistical data. 
Ability to communicate effectively, orally, and in writing. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum . Graduation from high school or G.E.D. and succes s ful 
complet1on of thirty (30) semester hours of accredited college 
course work including or supplemented by three (3) semester hours 
of statistics, mathematics, and/or economics course work; 
OR 
substitution of the successful completion of forty-five (43) 
semester hours of accredited college course work for the minimu:·n 
qualifications; 
OR 
7-1-69 REVISED: 11-16-71 CLASS CODE:o74o 
IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 
STATIST[CAL ASSISTANT I (continued) 
an equivalent combination of educatio n and experience 
substituting six (6 ) months of successful full-time paid employment 
in clerical work involving some collection, c ompili ng , and/or 
editing of numerical data for each fifteen (15 ) h ours o f the 
required college course work, 
OR 
an equivalent combination of education and experience 
substituting six (6) months of successful full-time paid employment 
in clerical work involving some collection, compiling, and/or 
editing of numerical data for the required three (3 ) hours of 
~tatistics, mathematics, and/or economics course work~ 
OR 
FOR PERMANENT EMPLOYEE PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES ONLY 
A permanent employee with a total of twelve (12 ) months of 
full-time paid employment as a Clerk III with ·the employing 
agency will be considered as qualifying. 
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STATISTICAL RESEARCH ANALYST I 
DEFINITION 
Under immediate to general supervision, this is technical 
work in obtaining, compiling, evaluating and reporting of 
statistical data; performs related work as is required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Applies established theory, techniques and methodology 
to a limited number of standard research and reporting 
assignments. 
Conducts surveys to obtain program information, prepares 
estimates and maintains records, assists in the establishment 
of benchmarks and internal controls. 
Determines or recommends the scope and size of sampl es 
and resources to be used; edits statistical data for 
accuracy, completeness and consistency; develops reporting 
forms . 
Assists or prepares directives sent to of f ices which 
are affected by changes in procedures and methodology , 
corresponds with offices in matters related to the program. 
Attends meetings and conferences to clarify reporting 
procedures and keep current in revisions or alterations 
in operating procedures. 
Provides lead supervision to clerical employees assigned 
to the program. 
Prepares standard statistical reports and assists in 
the preparation of complex statistical reports. 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Some knowledge of mathematics and statistical meth ods 
and t echniques. 
Some knowledge of research methodology. 
Some knowledge of mechanical and electronic equipment 
used in processing data. 
Some knowledge of the sources of data a nd methods of 
obtaining data. 
~bility to analyze and interpret complex statis tical 
material and to present analyses and conclusions clearly 
a nd preci sely. 
Ability to plan a nd execute limi ted research projects . 
Ability to express ideas effectively, orally and in 
writing. 
7-1-69 REVISED: 12- 19-73 CLASS CODE; o7 43 
IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 
STATISTICAL RESEARCH ANALYST I (Continued ) 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum . Graduation from high school or G.E.D. and five ( 5 ) 
years of full-time paid employment involving responsible tech-
nical statistical analysis or economic research work; 
OR 
graduation from an accredited college or university and one 
(1) year of the above experience; 
OR 
graduation from an accredited college or university 
including or supplemented by twelve (12) semester hours or its 
equivalent of college course work in statistics, mathematics, 
and/or economics; 
OR 
an equivalent combination of any of the above education and 
experience. 
FOR PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES ONLY 
An employee wi t h a total of eighteen (18) months of 
successful full - time paid employment as a Statistical Assistant 
II with the Iowa employing agency will be considered as qualify-
ing; 
OR 
an employee with a combined total of forty- eight (48) months 
of succes s ful f ull-time paid employment as a Statistical Assistant 
I and II with the Iowa employing agency will be considered as 
qualifying. 
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THERAPEUTIC DlETITIA~ 
DEFINITION 
Under general supervision, performs professional therapeutic 
dietary work in writing modified diets; performs related work as 
required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Plans, revises, and installs modifications in master menus 
and writes special medically prescribed diets. 
Supervises the writing of all modified diets for patients and 
assures that correct procedures in prep3.ring diets are followed; 
makes ward rounds with medical teams discussing dietary problems 
of patients. 
Prepares and controls the maintenance of diet prescriptions, 
nourishment orders, and spe cial dietary patient files . 
Visits wards and obtains food tolerance information from 
patients and staff; gives diet instructions to patients. 
Instructs a dietary assistant in recording, menu modification, 
and related technical work. 
Directs the preparati on of spe cial dietary foods as required 
for instructional or special care purposes . 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Considerable knowledge of di e tetics including nutrition, food 
cost, availability and adaptability of food for modified diets . 
Knowledge of dietary pr6ble ms that institutional residents 
may have . I 
Knowledge of the terminology used by the medical staff in 
diet prescriptions . 
Knowledge of the current literature, trends, and developments 
in the field of diete tics . 
Ablility to modify the master me nu to pre pare medically ordered 
diets for institutional residents . · 
Ability to establish and maintain effective working relations 
with the medical, nurisng, and dietary s taffs. 
Ablility to maintain a ppropria te dietary records. 
Ability to instruct, train, and s upervise the work of 
subordinates. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE , AND SPEC I AL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum . Graduation from c ollege with major course work in 
dietet ics, nutrition, food mana geme nt, or a closely related field ; 
OR 
7 - 1- 69 11- 16- 71 
IOWA MER IT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 
7 34 
Therapeutic Dietitian (Continued) 
an equivalent combination of education and experience 
substituting two (2) years of college work in dietetics, 
nutrition, food management, or a closely related field and 
two (2) years full - time paid experience in a capacity similar 
to a Therapeutic Technician in a commercial, military, or 
institutional setting for the minimum qualifications. 
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UTILITY FINANCIAL EXAMINER I 
DEFINIT ION 
Under immediate supervision, on a training ~asis, assists 
in conducting examinations and research of revenue requirements , 
rate design and level, and/or accountin g methods, theory and 
compliance with required accounting systems, for public u tilities 
subject to regulation by the Iowa Commerce Commission; performs 
related work as required . 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Appl1es the basic knowledges, abilities a nd skills indicated 
below to prepare for advanced level assignments in economic 
research, rate design, and/or accounts examinations, such as: 
Assisting in the examination of accounts, records , tariff 
filings, and annual reports of public utilities for com-
pleteness and accuracy. 
Compiling statistical data and preparing working papers to 
substantiate and document findings and preparin g technical 
exhibits to be used at Commission hearings . 
Assisting in research projects in the areas of util ity 
cost of capital, utility rate design, and/or utility 
accounting methods to provide specific data on operating 
costs, rate structure, and compliance with Commission 
regulations . 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Some knowledge of generally accepted accounting principles 
and practices and their application; of auditing principles , 
practices, procedures, and their application; of economic theory 
and econc.mic research methods; of basic business finance, busi-
ness law and business organization; of statistical inference . 
Ability to apply these knowledges to specific work assign-
ments ; to learn and apply provisions of law governing public 
utili ties in Iowa, related legal opinions and cour t decisions, :llhl 
orders of the Commission applicable to financial practices of 
public utilities; to meet with arid obtain t he cooperation of indi-
viduals or representatives of utilities subject to regulation; 
to prepare clear, complete, and concise reports; to speak and 
write effectively. 
Availability for travel as necessitated by work assignments 
and possess or be able to obtain a valid Iowa driver's license. 
12-21-70 REVISEDi 4-9-73 CLASS CODE : 
IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT 
OOS28 
UTILI TY FINANCIAL EXAMINER I (Continued) 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduation from an accredited fou r ( 4 ) year 
college or university with 12 semester or equivalent hours of 
accounting; 
OR 
high school graduation or GED and four (4 ) years of full 
time paid employment in accounting (including auditing or pre-
paring financial statements ) , economic research or financial 
analysi s may be substituted for the college or universi ty 
degree; 
OR 
high school graduation or GED, completion of a correspon-
dence seri es of courses in accounting and three ( 3) years o f 
the qualifying experience may be substituted for the college 
or university degree; 
OR 
high school graduation or GED , and any combination of 
post high school e ducation at a recognized technical , military, 
or a rea school, junior college, college or university and quali-
fying experience which totals four ( 4 ) years (provided that 
each year of education must have incl uded three ( 3) semeste r 
hours of accounting) may be substituted for the college or 
university degree. 
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WATER RESOURCeS ENGINEER I 
DEFINITION 
Under general supervision performs professional field and 
office work in the evaluation and inspection of natural resources 
engineering projects1 performs related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WdRK PERFORMED 
Performs technical evaluation of all engineering designs 
submitted for bridges, levees, flood plain fills, erosion control 
structures and dams. 
Performs engineering work involved in the collection of 
basic data on surface water, ground water, water quality, 
climatology, hydrology, geology, land classification, topography, 
mineral resources, crops, industry and population. 
Inspects project sites for hazard -classifications, maintenance 
and construction. 
Prepares council reports, memoranda, and letters to consultant 
engineers, corporations, federal, state and local agencies and 
other interested individuals to obtain or distribute information , 
Coordinates projects between federal, state, and local agencies 
by attendi~g joint meetings with them and other private groups 
and individuals. 
Conducts technical review of hydraulic and hydrological 
problems and techniques~ collects related data on various projects. 
KNOWLEOGES, ABILITIES AND SKILLS 
Knowledge of the principles, practices and methods of civil 
engineering, hydraulics, and hydrology. 
Knowledge of soils, surveying techniques and instruments. 
Ability to use sound independent judgement in engineering problems. 
Ability to present facts, data and opinions clearly and 
concisely, both orally and in writing. 
Ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships 
with others. · 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Min~mum . Graduation from an accredited four (4) year colleqe 
or un~vers~ty with major course work in civil or rel a ted enqineeJ~ ing. 
_1::1-69 REVISED: 3-20-72 CLASS CODE: 0 5445 
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WILDLIFE BIOLOGIST I 
DEFINITION 
Under general superv1s1on, performs beginning level 
professional wildlife research and/or management work within a 
small geographaical or ecological area; supervises lower level 
conservation personnel; performs related work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED 
Research biologists will carry out relatively independent 
investigations on a smaller scale than supervisory biologists 
and will assist them on the more involved projects. They will 
collect various types of biological data, as in the conducting 
of statewide population surveys and harvest inventories in 
relation to the wildlife species assigned them . They will 
assemble and analyze these and other biological data and 
prepare preliminary reports and recommendations for action . 
Management biologists will be charged with the planning 
and implementing of wildlife management practices on state owned 
public hunting areas within their territory of assignment. 
They have the major assignment of promoting wildlife habitat 
improvement on public and private lands . This will be extension-
type work requiring considerable contact with individual farmers, 
farm managers, farm planners, farmers' organizations, SCS and 
ASCS officials, county extension agents, county conservation 
boards, and any other local groups with interests related to 
wildlife . 
Conducts biological reconnaissance surveys as required for 
proposed land purchases to be developed into wildlife areas. 
Biologists will assist in conducting routine local game surveys 
as part of statewide programs and may help in collection of 
data for research projects involving assigned territories. 
Conducts specific research investigations or management 
programs as directed within assigned ecological or geographical 
areas, both on public and private lands . 
Prepares progress and other routine reports on assigned 
projects and programs; may be of a technical nature for use .of 
staff or other concerned agencies, popular .articles for the public, 
or papers acceptable for submission to technical journals of 
regional or national circulation in conjunction with supervising 
biologists . 
Supervises conservation technicians and/or workers, plus 
temporary or s e asonal help that may be necessary fo r certain 
projects . Cooperates with other biologists on projects 
requi r ing special assistance or team work . 
Conducts public relations work on a local basis related 
directly to the area of assignment . 
1--------------------------------·------
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WILDLIFE BIOLOGIST I (continued) 
KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS n 
Some knowledge of professional wildli fe principles and 
practices. 
Some knowledge of the conservation practices required in Iowa . n 
Some knowledge of the principles and practices of supervision 0 and management. 
Some knowledge of the use of technical and specialized 
wildlife equipment and tools. R 
Ability t o express ideas effectively orally and in writing. [ I 
Ability to deal tactfully with the public. 
Ability t o make decisions based on available data and facts. r l 
Skill in the operation of manual mechanical tools and 
equipment used in wildlife work. 
Ability to withstand strenuous physical work. 
Ability to work outside under all types of conditions. I j 
Some knowledge of departmental policies, procedures, and 
regulations of the Iowa Conservaiton Commission pertaining to 
wildlife practices. W 
Ability to plan, organize, · and control the work of ~ 
subordiantes. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Minimum. Graduation from an accredited four (4) year college 
or un1vers1ty with major course work in the biological sciences 
including a mini mum of nine (9) semester hours of course work in 
wildlife bi ology . 
FOR PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES ONLY 
Two (2) years of experience as a Conservation Technician f' 
assigned to the Wildlife Section of the · Iowa Conservation Commis- I 
sion will be considered as qualifying. 
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YOUTH COUNSELOR I 
DEFINITION 
Under immediate to general supervision, performs counseling 
and therapeutic work in a treatment and habilitation progranl for 
adjudicated delinquents at a state institution; performs related 
work as required. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPl,ES OF WORI< PERFORMED 
Participates in planning and reviewing a cottage life and 
treatment program for delinquent adolescents in unit of responsibility. 
Provides long range goal, treatment oriented counseling 
for residents both individually and in groups under the supervision 
of a Youth Counselor II. 
Interviews families of residents; secures, verifies, and 
evaluates information concerning residents homelife, family 
relationships, delinquent history , or other pertinen·t social 
factors; prepares social his tories, progress notes, pre-release 
summaries and various reports; refers to family therapy unit, 
or may be a member of a family therapy team. 
Confers with social work, medical, psychology, education, 
administrative and other professional staff on problems of youth 
in units of responsibility . 
Participates in staff meetings and diagnostic case evaluations; 
pursues treatment plans developed . 
Assists in coordinating cottage activities with institutiona l 
goals and objectives. 
Outlines to Youth Services Workers proper procedures in 
handling individual youths in the cottage; interprets technical 
terms pertinent to treatment plans to Youth Services Workers. 
Participates in maintenance of standards of sanitation, 
security, discipline, and order. 
Visits prospective employers or public school officials, 
occasionally, to facilitate placements of youth . 
Conducts correspondence concerning youth in area of respon-
s ibility required. 
Transports youth to hospit a l , job interviews, home. 
Participates in supervision of cottage recreational activities. 
KNOWLEIJGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS 
Some knowledge of human growth and behavior; especially as 
it relates to juvenile delinquency. 
S•)me knowledge of s ocial factors relating to juvenile 
delinquency and their relationship to treatment p l ans. 
Some knowledge of the means of group supervision and 
disciplines. 
Some knowledge of basic terminology encountered in the 
development and use of a t reatment plan for maladjusted youth. 
Ability to develop techniques and acquire skills in 
interviewing , counseling, and casework. 
Ability to recognize and report behavior patterns, and to 
incorporate this information into treatment goals and plans. 
10-1-6 8 REVISED: 6-29-72 CLASS CODE: o3o ss 
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YOUTH COUNSELOR I (Continued) 
Ability to establish and maintain satisfactory working 
relationships with residents, staff, and the public. 
Ability to inter.pret and apply laws, rules , and regulations, 
policies and procedures governing the institution . 
Ability to communicate effectively both orally and in 
writing. 
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Mlnlmum. Graduatlon from an accredited four (4) year college 
or unlverslty with a minimum of twelve (12) semester hours in 
psychology, sociology, criminology, mental health, or social work; 
OR 
an equivalent combination of education and experience 
substituting one (1) year of experience in a treatment and habili-
tation program for delinquent, dependent, neglected, or emotionally 
disturbed youth at the level of Youth Services Worker II, for each 
year of the required college or university education up to a 
maximum of two (2) years with the resulting remaining required 
I I 
I 
two (2) years of college or university education including at least 
nine (9) semester hours in psychology, sociology, criminology, 
mental health, or social work; 
D 
OR 
an equivalent combination of education and experience 
substituting one (1) year of experience in a treatment and 
habilitation program for delinquent, dependent, neglected, or 
emotionally disturbed youth at the level of a Youth Services 
Worker III or above for each year of the required college or 
w1iversity education up to a maximum of four (4) years; [' 
OR 
completion of a Human Services Sequence as offered by the Merged 
Area VI Community College shall be considered as meeting two (2) 
years of the required college or univers ity education when combined 
with the above mentioned substitutions of qualifying experience. l 
